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Quotes From The News

1

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Ten Years Ago Today

'MURRAY Driveiln Theatre

skele1,000-YEAR-OLD INDIAN SKELETON FOUND An Indian
ton estimated to be at least 1.000 years old was discovered
near the Arnoskeag Bridge spanning the Merrimack River
at Manchester, N H. Examining the bonus are Dr. Cabot
Briggs ilefti. Harvard University; Mrs Norina Gude. noted
French anthropologist, and Prof Howard Sargeant of Franklin Pierce College in New Hampshire, who made the find

a
ontinuOus

From 1 p m

Showing

Daily

* TODAY thru SATURDAY *
Elvis goes West...and the West goes wild

ELVIS
PRESIZY
BURRO 18111111-ail NMI ,96:-4
Ilf1111.11.111111111NIE

STAY AWAY JOE

•

MINIVISION'SRO METIROCIIIMI

NOW YOU CAN SE1ECT

DUCT

TOP
THE
QUALITY PAINT YOU NEED AT
GREAT SAVINGS. YOU CAN
TAKE MY WORD FOR IT.

1

•

•
•

JIM MARTIN

* TON1TE thru SATURDAY *

There are
some doors
that should
never be
opened...

1

20 Years Ago Today
LICDOIER•TIMss nit

• •
RIVERREED-flORA ROBSON i=
ElltilWalliD
irio.ui
ew
,
Pac,l

' Murray Boy Scouts today prepared to send more
than.one-half ton of clothing to the West Coast for the
relief of Columbia River flood victims. The Scouts, under
the direction of Ralph Wear, Scoutmaster, canvassed'
the City of Murray this week toitsk for contributions
Leland McNabb. age 89. dice at his home In Hazel
On June 18 Twin sons of Mr and Mrs. Gordon Greenup
Of Murray Route Three died at birth yesterday.
An announcement of the engagement'of Miss Mary
illaabetti Ftoberts and Herbert Lee Williams was revealed at a party even at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Dr Ella Welhing, dean of women at Murray State
College. has recently been elected state president of the
Kentucky division of the American Association of Univers/Cy Women.
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t• Orwa PIM ',rim.. •
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• Covers black in
o trecoat.
iun
• Beautiful
semi.glon

ALSO
THE ULTIMATE EVIL

4

VALUES TO $8.95 •

THE FINAL VENGEANCE'

• 100% Unsaid Oil-6-yr.
• self
al:ilitrieuse

•

Paint.
•‘Aeflit• Only.

Is
WAR VICTIM FLOWN TO U.S Chau iIflh. 15-year-old wax
victim, arriveri in Portland, Ore., after a flight from Vietnam to have a bullet '1:flayed from her back Greettrx her
is Dr Herman Frankel. Costs are being taken care of by
the Portland chapter of the i'ommittee of Responsibility a
nun-profit organization to bring war-damaged cbildren te
the United /Retie for treatment

• Exceeds Federal

MN MI IN= IMO NB I=

no MN

aim inE

Govt. sp•cifica+ions for blister.
mitten, house
paint.
• Exc•Ilent hiding
• 6-Yr. durability
• Over 2100 colors.

•

* FRIDAY N1TE ONLY!! *
DANCE TO THE GROOVY, OUT-OF-SIGHT
SOUNDS OF THE . . .

TVA Timber For Sale_
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale
two tracts of standing, marked, hardwood timber located in Henry County, Tennessee.
One tract, lying on West Sandy River; approximately ten miles southeast of Paris, Tenneso
consists of an estimated 439,936 Beard Feet
The other tract, lying on Turkey Pen Creek at
Porter's Switch, approximately eight- mils,
southeast of Paris, Tennessee, con Mos ef
estimated 160,776 Board Feet.
Sealed bids will be no eked by Tennessee Valley Authority,Division of Reservoir Properties,
202 West Blythe Street, Paris, Tennessee, until
10 d M. CDT, July 12, 1%8.
Parties interested II, inspecting the timber
should contact the atrive office. Bid terms and
detailed information may be rbtitined from the'
Manager, Western Division, Division of Reservoir Properties, 202 Weft Blythe Street, Paris,
Tennessee - telepheto. $342-2041.

of Moacow'e Grand
U S VISITORS The lipiritual leader
Choral Syn,Koitue. Rabbi Judah Leib Levin .left I. 72. talks
to his wife ,, anter • before he .ind Cantor David Pltrakin
.-..-.iighti of the Leningrad- Choral Synagogue fly from Mos.ra airport for a two-week tour of United State- ,Jewish
mm -.'ion ever made
..„;..cortriiinitwii It is tbe firet
- of their f.,ith
riN
outside thr, S4.vi,4

^Irarar.

•

7:15 to 8:10 p.m.

4111 UM

INN INN NE MN

INN

MN I= MI NMI INN INN 1=1 IM

* SUN. - MON. - TUE. - WED.

-
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• 100% PVA Acrylic
Latex House Paint.
• 6-Yr. durability
• Terrific hiding

• The easiest of all
paints to use.

16ifideFortheMarriegkian
killOWSMNINININIIIM

• Thousands of colors
•

lilt

•

•

The Do's And Ihin'ts For The Married
• Man Who's Thinking Single—or
The Single Man Who's
-lust Think rig'

I

V.ve

WALTER MATTPAU • ROBERT MORSE • INGER STEVENS
,,, si,ij,r ,„

,. 5. .. , . r aLie 'A. / r

r a;.•.. ..ar , ,,, r

r LSA 4 AA

sem sin UMSW Illis ma ma ma min sim am ma ONO MIIN Mb SW—
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"Bluegrass Conspiracys"

MURRAY SUPPLY
208 E. Main

Murray, Ky.

•
•
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Harrelson Bombs Tigers,
Fans Bomb Harrelson
er lead and carry the Red Sox
By VITO STELLINO
to the triumph. He laso singled
UPI Sports Writer
The Boston Red Sox aren't in the first Boston run in the
worried about catching the De- first inning. Bill Landis got the
,
‘-t4•44PIT-4
49734.0440
troit Tigers but they're a bit win in relief.
Hit Century Mark
worried about that. they might
Dean Chance pitched a threecatch from the unruly Tiger
hitter to gain the 100th win of
fans.
*0
feelelittoTttre.:.-Ststgetto:(
Ken Harrelson bombed the his major league career as the
Wednesday night by Twins blanked the Senators. It
By United Press Internationai Tigers
driving in four runs to lead the also was the 100th win for
Red Sox in four runs to lead manager Cal Ermer. Harmon
National League
Red Sox to an 8-5 victory Killebrew singled in a fifth innthe
prematureW. L. Pct. GB
season and ended it
the Tiger fans bombed ing run for the 1,000th RBI of
-and
ly on Aug. 25 with a pulled St. Louis 40 25 615 his career.
back.
suffered Atlanta
.14 30 .531 54 him right
muscle,
hamstring
Luis Tiant picked up his 10th
The fans tossed firecrackers
45 32 522 6
while running in the outfield. San Fran
at Harrelson in right field in victory with a three-hitter as
i0 29 508 7
Marichal posted his 13th vic- Phila.
the ninth inning, forcing the the Indians topped the White
'34 33 507 7
tory of the season Wednesday Los Ang
umpires to threaten to forfeit Sox. The Indians snapped a 1-1
seva
8
pitched
30 31 492
Pitts.
night when he
game if the disturbance tie in the seventh with a two.
the
a
30 33 476 9
Chicago
en-hitter to give the Giants
stop. Tossing things at run rally as Russ Snyder's indidn't
30 33 476 9
3-1 decision over the Philadel- Cin.
the opposing players is an old field hit and Tony Horton's
phia Phillies. It was Marichal's New York 30 33 476 9
Detroit habit dating back to single drove in the two runs
25 39 .391 14
ninth straight victory and low- Houston
Pinch-runner Tom Burgmeier
the Ducky Medwick 'fruit showWednesday's Results
ered his earned run average
the 1934 World Series. scored from first base when
in
er"
2,
New
Houston
H
York
night
to 2.57.
Piersall and Roger Mans Andy Kosco booted Vic DavalilMays Scores Three
Atlanta 3 Cincinnati 1, night Jim
targets in recent years.
lo's single as the Angels beat
were
Willie Mays had two triples, Pittsburgh 2 Los Ang 1, night
was ridiculous," Harrel- the Yanks. Sammy Ellis gave up!
"It
scored two runs and drove in San Fran 5 Phila 1, night
son said after the game, "this six hits and got the victory.
another in support of Marichal, St. Louis 4 Chicago 9, night
Pinch-hitter Floyd Robinson
is the only town where someToday's Probable Pitchers
whose bid for a shutout was
thing like this has ever happen- lined a two out, two-run double
spoiled by Richie Allen's Ilth
Houston, Dierker 6-9 at New
ed. Ballplayers should not be with the bases loaded in the sehomer of the year. Mays' trip- York, Seaver 4-5, 2 p. in.
subjected to this sort of thing. venth inning to snap a 3-3 tie
Chicago, Jenkins 6-7 at St.
les tied him with Hall of Famight get hurt. The and carry the Athletics past the
Somebody
mer Ty Cobb for fourth place Louis, Gibson 7-5, 130 p. in.
people in the stands were yell- Orioles. It was Baltimore's sixLos Angeles, Kekich 1-0 and
on the all-time extra hit list
ing obscenities and the women th loss in its last seven games.
with 1,139.
Sutton at Pittsburgh, Blass 3-2
and children nearby could hear
The St. Louis Cardinals beat and Sisk 4-2, 2, 605 p. m.
them. It was disgraceful."
Cincinnati, Nolan 2-1 at Atthe Chicago Cubs 4-0 on Steve
The first two schools set up
Not Giving Up
Atlanta
Canton's one-hitter, the
lanta, Pappas 2-5, 8:05 p
Bosthough the Tigers still in the United States were
Even
San Francisco, Sadecki 7-8 at
Braves defeated the Cincinnati
second place Cleve- ton Public Latin School, foundthe
lead
Reds 3-1, the Pittsburgh Pirates Philadelphia, Wise 4-5, 7:35 p.
Harvard Colland Indians by 'I% games and ed in 1635, and
nipped the Los Los Angeles m.
ahead of the Red Sox, lege, in 1636
fl's
are
Dodgers 2-1 and the New York
Fridays Games
Harrelson said, "1 still think
Meta drubbed the Houston As- Los Angeles at New York, n
Texas has 67,000 mile s
we can catch then,"
LeagNational
other
tros 8-2 in
Chicago at Cincinnati, night
Harrelson, who was hit by one of state-maintained, toll-free
San Francisco at Pitts., night
ue games.
of the firecrackers in the back highways
• • •
In the American League, the Philadelphia at Houston, night but wasn't injured, played the
A commissary is the military
Boston Red Sox whipped the Atlanta at St. Louis. night
•
r rest of the ninth inning.
Detroit Tigers 8-5, the MinneElsewhere in the American counterpart of the neighborAmerican League
sota Twins downed the WashLeague, Cleveland nipped Chi- hood supermarket
W. L. Pct. GB
ington Senators 4-0, the Cleveblanked
cago 3-1, Minnesota
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-CBS42 23 646
land Indians beat the Chicago Detroit
Washington 4-0, Oakland top- TV will introduce a new tele77,4
35 31 530
White Sox 3-1, the 'Oakland At- Cleveland
poed Baltimore 5-3 and Cali- vision series in the fall titled
33 30 524
hletics topped the Baltimore Or- Baltimore
fornian nipped New York 3-2. "Lancer." filmed at 20th Cen34 31 523 8
ioles 5-3 and the California An- Mignesota
Harrelson hit his 15th homer, tury-Fox and staffing James
32 32 500 9,
4 a three-hun shot, in the segels edged the New York Yank- Oakland
Stacy and Wayne Maunder of
Boston
30
30
500
ees 3-2.
venth inning to erase a 4-2 Tig- the expired "Custer" series
Calif.
33
31
484 10%
Mays tripled and scored the
tie-breaking run on Jim Hart's New York M 35 453 12%
27 34 433 13
single in the seventh ahd trip- Chicago
24 38 387 18%
led again when the Giants add- Wash
Wednesdays Results
ed two more runs in the eighth.
Boston 8 Detroit 5, night
Cepeda Hornesr
Glenn Beckett's fourth-inning Cleveland 3 Chicago 1. nightsingle was the only Cub hit off Minn 4 Washington 0. night
Carlton, who struck out nine Oakland 5 Baltimore 3. night
and walked none in scoring California 3 New York 2, night
Today's Probable Pitchers
his eighth victory. Orlando Cepeda hit a three-hun homer in ' Cleve/and, Williams 5-4 at
the third inning. Carlton has Chicago. Horlen 5-6, 9 p. m.
Boston, Ellsworth 5-4 at Depitched
four shutouts and
struck out 80 batters in 97 troit, McLain 11-2 or Lollelt
54, 8 p m.
Innings
Only games scheduled
- Ron Reed picthed a fourFridays Games
hitter for his first win since
May 24 and Felix Milan had Washington at Oakland, night
three singles and a double for Baltimore at California. night
the Braves, who dealt Bill Mc- New York at Minnesota, night
Cool his fourth setback. Reed Boston at Chicago. night
had lost three straight after Detroit at Cleveland, night
starting the season with six
straight victories
In the federal census of 1860,
Jerry May singled home Gene
Osceola County, Iowa did not
Alley from third base in the
report one inhabitant
seventh inning to give the Pi• • •
rates their eighth win in a
The motto "In God We
row and tag Bill Singer with
Trust" first appeared on US
his sixth defeat. Bob Veale went coins in 1864
the distance, striking out eight
• • •
and allowing six hits, to win
The city of Mobile. Ala., has
Ma fourth game.
a garbage composting machine
Cleon Jones hit a run-scoring
it hopes to use to turn housetriple during a four-run first hold garbage into marketable
Inning and homered in the fif- fertilizer
th to pave the way for Jerry
Koosman to win his llth game
There are more than 1.800
for the Meta Koosman, who
hie lost only two game, pitch- islands in the Thousand Ised a five-hitter, struck out se- lands section of, the N. Lawrence River.
ven and walked one.
• • •
DISCUSS NEWEST BERLIN SOUEEZE The three Allied comSalt Lake City was founded
manders of SA'e,t Berlin walk down a hallway in the Allied
Shipping Cars
July 24, 1847, by a group of
command's office with Mayor Klaus Schuetz after a discusBy Railroad
Mormon pioneers
sion of the Ea_st German squeeze on persons and traffic
TORONTO UPII - Canadi•
•
•
moving to and from West Berlin. They are Maj. Gen. F. J.
an National Railways, which
('. Bowes-Lyon left Britain; Gen. Bertrand Huchef-Quenerecently entered the field of
A newly hatched robin will
taln I second from right). France and Maj Gen. Robert G
transporting automobiles over
long-haul routes to large cen- ^at an average of 14 Inches of
rergusson I right, U.S.A.
I C,thluphillo)
ters. reports a coat saving of worms each day.
$25 tb $60 on shipping each
cat.
CN Vice President D V Nimerimmog gla ma am um me mg
im aim me I= Rim Ilm
niii ens am we am gm No ma
Gender said "one contributing
reason is that a shipment of
1.800 autos by highway trailer
would require at least 300 drivers while the train needs a
crew of only four per trip That
helps keep unit price down
Then there is the added advantage of a train with 1.800
autos keeping 300 trailer trucks
off our crowded highways."

Giants Wanted 20 From
Marichal,They May Get 30
•

.elemelt

35701.

ibot
cited
inkrind

By FRIO DOWN
UPI Sports Writer
The San Francisco Giants,
who started the season hoping
Juan Marichal could win 20
games, now wonder whether he
can go all the way to 30.
No major league pitcher has
been a 30-game winner since
Dizzy Dean in 1934 but Marichal is off to the best start of
his career with a 13-2 record
and he knows a 30-victory season would make the fans forget 1967.
Marichal, who had won 93
games in the four previous
seasons to rival Sandy Koufax
as the No 1 pitcher in baseball, had only a 14-10 mark last

a
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SPORTS
CALENDAR
Thursday, Jun* 20
Little League
Astros vs. Cubs
Cards vs. Nets
Pony Unwise
Orioles vs. Astro'
Phila vs Dodgers
Friday, June 21
Little League
As vs. Reds
Yanks vs. Nats

•

Saturday, June 22
Little League
Practice
Aatrot and Twins
Pony League
Orioles vs. Astros
Plias vs. Dodgers
Sunday, Arne 23
Twin-State League
West K. Vocational at Murray

3Dp 10
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Sports
on TV
Thursday, June 20
10.30-11 p m.-Munson Outdoors . . . Ch. 8.
•• • •
Friday, June 21
811 p m.-Braves Baseball
Louis Ch. 4.
. . . Atlanta vs St
••••
Saturday, June 22
12:30-1 p. m.-Car and Track
•
. Ch. 4.
••••
14 p m.-Baseball . . .

To The People Of Calloway
County

("VP)

4.

6

I

•• • •
2:30-3 p. m.-The Outdoorsman . . Ch. 8. •
•• •
3-5 p. m.-Canadian Open
Ch 5
Golf Tourney . . •
•• •
4-5 p. m.-Wide World o
Sports . Ch. 8.
••• •
Sunday, June 23
Tors vs.
1 p. m.--Soccer
Detroit Chargers . . Ch. 5._
•
•
••
.
2:15 P.
. Ch. 4.
Braves vs. Cardinals
••••
Canadian
3 p. m.-Golf
Ch 5.
Operinal round

Simulitbro,

Words cannot express my humble gratitude
to the people of Calloway County for the wonderful
vote you gave me for ComniOnwealth's Attorney
on Tuesday, May 28th. I am eternally grateful.

sen
DEMO KEYNOTER
Daniel K Inouye, Ii-Hewaii,
will be the keynoter et the
Democratic National convention which opens ApFlist 26
in chicago

Boyce G. Clayton
and Family
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Calloway County All-Stater Picked
To Direct Offense Against Indiana
By BOB WHITE
Caor4r-Jihornal a TAWS SW/ Writer

Chances are if you live anywhere east
of Princeton, Ky., you haven't seen Stan
Key play basketball
Don't feel bad, though. Hardin McLane
hadn't seen him play either until the
Kentucky All-Stars began practicing 10
days ago.
Now, he's convinced that the 6-foot-3,
190-pounder from Calloway County High
is for real. And so the coach from Elizabethtown Catholic has chosen the 18year-old redhead to direct his team's offense Saturday night when Kentucky
battles Indiana's best high school seniors
at 830 in air-conditioned Freedom Hall.
The contest offers many fans their first
look at Key.
Best Player Twice In Region
Although he made The Cour i e
Journal's first-team All-State squad and
was twice named the First Region's best
player, he admitted after yesterday's
workout at Masonic Home Gym that
"not many people have seen me play."
Key's home is in Hazel, Ky., a small
community of 500 located 10 miles south
of Murray. But that isn't why he isn't as
well-known, as, say, Terry Davis, Keny. "Mr. Basketball" from Shelby
's
nt
tuoculcy
c
"We played most of our games against
teams in the First Region," Key explained. "I think the farthest east we
ever went was to play Caldwell County
in Princeton."
The college scouts, however, knew
about Key. Vanderbilt wanted him. So
did North Carolina. But the University
of Kentucky signed him because, he said,
"I've always wanted to play at UK."
"The first two days we practiced, we
tried Stan at forward," McLane said.
"The third day we switched him to
guard and he operated there more
smoothly than anybody."
. "One of Stan's biggest assets is that.
he can read the other team's defense real
well," McLane said. "Stan knows where
to go with the ball and is a beautiful
If he can't get on
open himself, he
.1
s
ipasser
more than likely hit someone else who
open."

For Key, it was a hard adjustment to
make.
"That's not where I played at Calloway
County," he said. "Since I was the
biggest man on the team, I played underneath the basket or out on the side (he
averaged 29.6 points in 27 games as a
senior).
"The biggest problem we've had in
these All-Star drills is getting the timing
down between the point man and the
wingman forwards),", he said. "You've
got to learn the other players' moves."
"Stan has done a fine job of adjusting," McLane said. "He's very intelligent." Key graduated 23rd out of a class
of 130 and averaged 91.5 in his studies
for four years.
When he's not playing basketball, Key
likes to hunt quail and rabbits, and also
fish. He loves to play baseball, too. He
is a pitcher-infielder with "hopes of
playing pro ball maybe," he said.

55145 Ragelt

STAN KEY of Calloway County
blocks out Gary Waddell of
Lafayette in a Kentucky All-Star
practice at Masonic Home

,..p....+++44f444114"1"111.41.++4.4"1"1"Pillt
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June Is Dairy Month

41
41

41
41
41
41

DAIRY DAY
Saturday, June 22nd

41
41
41
41

41
41

EVENTS SCHEDULED ON COURT HOUSE LAWN:

..-

41

41
41

4!
+
4!
41

41 I. Cow Milking. Contest. County Attorney Robert O.+

41 .Miller vs. Mayor Holmes Ellis.
41
+
+ 2. Ice Cream Eating Contest for age 16 and under.
41 3. Prizes Awarded for Lucky Numbers in ping pong balls+
+
to be dropped from airplane.
41
41
41 4. Musical Entertainment by the Forsee Brothers.
+
41
41
41
41
11
14*+++++++++++++++44+++1
+
41
+
Banking Hours
41
41
41
41
9:00-2:30
+
Monday-Friday
Mond
+
+ + Friday Evenings
+
4:00-7:00
+
41
+
Open:
Window
Drive-In
41
41
41
41
41
:Thu ra.d_ a_ y_ _ _ _ _ 9:00 - 4:00
4' Monday
4t
4s
41
41
+
9:00-7:00
Friday

41

4'

44

4!
41

41
41
41
Bank Of Murray
41
$
•
41
41
"THE FRIENIA.. i 1.114kivIft
41
41
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Mrs J B Burkeen

Vestion'ti
Miss Mona Kay Minor Exchanges Vows
With Lieutenant James C.Ellis ln Lovely
Ceremony At First Methodist Church

By Abigail Van Buren
Ttlimme41. Y. Mom stmt.

co

DEAR ABBY Our daughter Lisa is 17, and if I have to say
se myself she is a vers. beautiful girl. She was invited to a
*grain country club party by a 21-year-old fellow who comes
ilient one of the best families He asked her if she could stay all
hged at his home as it would probably be a late evening and it
would save him a lot of driving [They live in one of those big
homes on a nearby lake.)
I told Lisa to tell him, no. that we want her to come home
to sleep no matter how late the party lasts
This morning I got a call from this young fellow's mother
ening me to let Lisa stay at her home all ntght. Abby. I have
never met this woman. She is high society and she may be
eery nice, but just because people have money doesn't always
Mew they're nice Anyway, I told her I was sorry, but
Wanted Lisa home. Now Lisa says Inn square. Am I'
MADISON MOM
-41; DEAR MOM If yea are "square," I want to beta all four
af year corners.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are middle-aged and
we're watching our weight. We do
right at home, but our
troubles begin when we're guests in someone's home (I don't
mean for dinner I mean those late midnight "snacks" after
cards. etc I
We count our calories all week and then the hostess pats
IX this stuff on the table, and pushers it onto our plates. saying,
"O, rye worked so hard, you've GOT to eat this — Or "If you
don't tat at,
have to throw it out •
We have come home stuffed -and mem:0drable because we
couldn't get cad of eating We tell ourselves -Never again,"
but in the next greet-end d's the same story How can we
protect ourselves'
GORGED

so

,. DEAR GORGED: First, a word le the well-intentioned
— hostess who makes her guests feel guilty V Mies decline bet
saacks. SKIM, OA you' The sally defense a guest has against
me* a hostess is te say, "Ns. thank yea." Aad thee keep he
tag shot
• DEAR ABBY I am writing this for the woman whose
ailikrod suffered a heart attack out of town at 2 a. m in the
HRS. JAMS C. Vila
apartment of another woman. I have just gone thru a similar
uary of the PIM . the bride. She wig droned In
experience that Jett me shakes and time to a b.
Myhusband is S2, handsome. charming, and hardoserichig. Meielaseat Chant in Murray a floor length gown end
He said be wanted to seaway alone he the week-end to "rest." nes the meting for the lovely ing accessories similar Is thole
Ills Mona Lor of the maid of honor. She Mao
HO
v't tell me ',bare be could be meshed is case of reeddlpg,•0
101110endithlibter of Mr. and rind a white basket of white
essewhency. bet whet he came back I had a receipt for a VIM Wei A. Minor at Routs and pink petals decorated with
metal stay indicating that a "Kr. had Mrs." bed stayed there. Seven, Mt Vernon, Ill.. to Use. pink ribbons.
I was crushed After lode( his and struggling with him home James C. Ellis, son of
Jon Sights of Robards wee
for nearly 25 years. I felt betrayed zed rejected. I
for Mr. Ellis.
consulted a Mr. and Mrs M. C. Ellis, 210 the best man
lawyer and came within as each of filing for divorce I could North Twelfth Street, Murray. Umbers were Tommy Sanders,
Rev. Lloyd W. Ratner per- Duane Lowry. and Jot= Weeth
have thrown him out and tales mat of ha wordly goons. but I
formed the impressive double erly, all of Murray, and AM
thought, -What for' I love hie. Why shoukl I send him
straight ring ceremony at two o'clock in }Lay of Owensboro.
into the arms of a gal who Mal ellt a man of her own, and
the afternoon on Saturday, June
For her daughters wedding
thinks its fair game to go after a middle-aged lothario whose S.
or wore a Dupeoni silt
Mrs.
wile doesn't understand him"(I imderstecid him only too eeu'.
The altar was beautifully de- in lemon color with short aleev
Is attached the age where a man needs reassurance. and I
corated with baskets of white is, stand away bowed collar,
when mnart enough to give it to''
gladioli flanked by palms and and imported lace flower trim.
. I took him back and Um not sorry Non he thinks I am the candelabra. Jim Hay and John She wore a matching bow hat
&geese He says he's always loved me and I believe bun We
Weatherly. fraternity brothers and veil. other matching &c* make mistakes and this was his I can truthfully say that el the groom, lighted the o-series, and a gardenia corsage.
candles.
lit bets a much totter marriage now than we had before
Mrs. Ellis, mother of the
A lovely program of asptlial
NO REGRETS
music was presented by Mn. groom, chose for the wedding
Richard Farrell, organist. and a deep aqua A-line dress of
CONFIDENTIAL TO JANET W.: The inyear-old bey who Miss, Kathy Farrell. Weld. silk and worsted with stand awas 'embarrassed by the wee who gave him a lamp treatment, Mrs.'Farrell played several 0116 way collar and short sleeves
sidd the same appeared I. be siege his age. Was YOUR icier pri selections and the wedd- banded with lace peons and
dent YOt R age• Deal take medicine prescribed fee somebody ing marches for the procession eunesuines She had a bow hat
al and the receamonal. Miss with short veil and a gardenia
Mae. Yew illness may be entirely Afferent The same beide
Farrell sang —Ilse Wedding corsage.
true for advice
Prayer" and "I Love Thee".
Mrs. Nellie Williams of Mt.
During the ceremony the Vernon, Ill , grandmother o f
Everybody has a problem What's years? For a perusal
guests joined with the con& the bride, and Mrs. Irene Cobb
reply write to Abby. Bee Mee Las Angeles. Cat. IMO and
in repeating The Lord's Prayac. of Hopkinsville, grandmother
Wimp' s stamped. aelf-addressed envelspe.
as they knelt on the kneeling of the moon wore corsages of
bench in front of a background rosebuds.
FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET,'VOW TO HAVE A LOVELY
Reception
of candelabra and urns of gin
WEDDING." WPM gine TO MST. BOX MM, 14311
Following the ceremony the
&oh
ANGELES.'CAL. Ness.
Bride's Drees
nception was held in the felThe bride was given in mit- .•rsesiop hall of the cburch.
.1•14••••11....riage by her father and was
The bride's beautifully delovely in her floor length A- corated table was covered with
line gown of bridal atom= oink netting and centered with
with short sleeves of imported • georgeous arrangement o f
lace. The cowl collar formed a gardenias, stephanotis, and rose
Thursday, hone 20
bouf- buds. The tiered wedding cake
The Dorothy Circle of see V nn the back, and her
ilhiamon was topped with a nosegay of
imPected
of
veil
tint
will
ViMS
First Baptist Church
secured to a lace pill boa pink roses and white lace colLine a family picnic at the City was
The chapel length train with umns separated
•
the tiers.
Park. .
• ••
lace trim was attached to the Sparkling fruit punch was serv,
By United Press International
jewelry ed from the silver punch bowl
The Annie Armstrong Carrie shoulders. Her only
zeitins in all its splendor is
gift of Silver candelabra holding 'three
Pendant.
diamond
a
irm
Cburch
Baptist
Hazel
the
of
onlected in a silk, and worsted,+
pink candles each flanked the
home of, the Morndress In the Leonard Arkin col- WMS will meet at the
For the traditional someth- (entral arrangement. Silver nut
7 30 pole
.ecelon for fall It is embroi- Mrs. Vivian Farris at
ing old site had a sixpence in -and mint trays completed the
dered In Indian gold has a Mrs Kathryn Langston will be her shoe and for something
appointments.
program
the
of
side
charge
in
inverted
and
collar
Nehru
new a blue garter.
,. • •
Serving the guests were Miss
pirate Another in the collecof
bouquet
a
carried
She
Caatleman, Miss Kay
Sun
Professionand
ottoman
Baseness
The
and
satin
tion: black
gardenias; white rosebuds, ivy, Sneed, Mrs. Nancy Lanier, and
rajah coat with a matching al Women's Club will have a
white
a
on
stephanotis
and
guest
empire dress glittering with dinner meeting at the Woman's Bible, a gift to the bride from Mrs. Sharon Cash The
register was kept by Miss Molblack jets. Dominant In the Club House at 630 pan
•••
her cousin, Larry Grisham. She ly Martin of Mayfield. Mrs. Diollectien - suits, coats.
alio carried tiro white roses xie 9tenecipher of Mt Vernon,
Friday, Juno 21
cosime
rose presented to In assisted in the dining room.
• • •
The Wranglers Riding Club with the first
she
Following the reception the
The Leo Narducci collection will ride at 730 pm Note the mother of the bride as
Includes the Now Girl NarduccI change from Sunday to Friday was escorted with her father couple left for a wedding trip
bride
preoentThe
of
altar.
creations—a swinging group
with the bride wearing a turVisitors are welcome to ride, to the
shirt dresses featuring such but only members can receive ed the second rose to the mo- quoise linen dress and matchand
things as dotted Swiss with the ribbons given in all classes ther of the. groom as she
ing swiss straw hat and ernesthe groom left the altar after sines.
wide patent belt and two-toned every week
•••
the ceremony.
creamy crepes with wide self
The bride is a May graduate
Miss Mary L. Ryan of Bar- of Murray State University and
belt
26
June
Wednesday,
• • •
Ohio, college roommate will teach the fire grade at
A benefit concert of Irish berton,
Scarves still are important
of the bride, was the maid of Dixie Elementary School in
Leo's
St
by
sponsored
music
neckline
floor length gown Lexington this fall.
ties in the hair. In the
Church, will be presented by honor. Her
crepe with flowing back
of a shirt, or on the shoulder
pink
of
at
pm
730
at
1.1 Ellis. r May graduate of
Bannon
new Henry
trimmed with matThe oblong wart gains
Murray State University, will
Murray Woman's Club Do panels was
throat
the
the
at
tied
Importance
ching lace on the bodice and tnter dental school at the Unitied to the nation of SI 00 and tickets may
lent flePPo bow or
Wallis Drugs short sleeves. Her headdress versity of Kentucky in August.
at
recently
purchased
be
as
neck
sillie'-ef the
was of pink rose buds and veil He is a member of Pi Kappa
The or at the door
menus the Pens creations
• • •
and she had matching gloves Alpha fraternity He will enter
geometries
pattern. are florins
and shoes. She carried a beauti- the army as a captain—after
harmonize
oroolesidscapes to
bouquet of pink roses, ivy, four years in dental school.
ful
Pales.
or
J Pinckney Henderson beanti either the brights
streamers.
and
organdies.
Lt and Mrs Ellis ire at home
came the first, governor of
or nolo pastel laces
The Meyer girl was Miss Na at e08 North 8th Street.Mur
Tees. Peb 9 1648
_
iI*P or dotted RIVIMI
'Oil,̀ Antoinette Jones. niece of

t

PERSONALS
Rev. and Mrs. Lloyd Cornell.
1622 College Farm Road, are
the parents of a daughter, Neelani, weighing eight pounds
two ounces, bern on Saturday,
June 15. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They
have one son. Shawn, age 5%.
Rev. Cornell is the director of
the Baptist Student Union,
Murray State Univervity.
•••
Miss Susan Monday who is
a teacher at St Louis, Mo.. was
the guest last seek of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ray Munday. Miss !dunday is attending
summer eichoo in Edwardsville. Illinois.
•••
Mr. and Mrs Clayton Work
man of Lincoln Park, Mich,
will arrive this weekend for a
week's visit with his parents
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Workman,
and other relatives in Murray
and Calloway ()aunty.
•••
Miss Phyllis Sykes returned
home last night after spending
a week with her sister, Mrs.
Lloyd Harrison. Mr. Harrison,
and children, Ronnie, Donnie,
Jim, and Lisa, of Detroit, Mich.
The children returned to !due
ray with their aunt to spend a
month with their grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs Byron Sykes,
Woodiawn Street. •
••
summer, ribbons gain inMEW both in jewelry combinations, belt, shoe and handbag
assigns or worn In the hale
embed at the waist. Important
is the saati In patterned ribbon
rather than a plain color

JUICY

BIG

HAMBURGERS
For

19*
'
99

Regular

•

•

each

•••

Peggy Anne Brady
And Gary Rhodes
To Be Married

•

NO LIMIT —
Open 10 a.m. to I I p.m.
45

DARI-CASTLE

1

Chestnut Street - Murray

For Carry Outs, Call 753-8842
—

DARI-CASTLE

.
111,01CR
M
HEEtsysunona .. 114e
FNKStH 1,1111K1*
CHILI 11000
•.4111.6-0
FISK IAN DMI ICK
is., alt.
01 5 (OL%

in,
CI.
1Se
1%e
••••
Ife

MENU

—

OKANfilL wrens 1111e-10-3Se
Si NDAMPI
Ile. 31e
•111 %Si
10r. t3t
. .
1•111111-CA•TLE l. MP, p.1. tl•
is,-.t3t
(ONE
is.
MILK
isorrice

a

1

hicken! Fish! Shrimp! Baskets _ 89'
UR

AT
42.10

0

RS I'

iMi• in. 411.0.04=11 41=ii. 4.10. •••••

,,OLIOUIDATION 1I
,.,.
,
SALE! !
_

.I
I
I
I
I

FASHIONETTES

41,

s

for Three Days ONLY

U41.11•0•11=10041.10•0.111.04010404e=li•04M140•Ime0 1•110ii4=111.

o

LOOK, NO BRUSH
'Touch-EE" applicator Is a
new brushlees paint brush.batutpensive, throwaway applicator
uses open- pore polyurethane
foam (from Foam Division,Scott
Paper Company) as the paint.
metering agent.
• • •

Miss Rogina Sue Blackwood,
July 27th bride-elect of Ronald
Wayne Baker of Nashville,
Tenn., was the honoree at a
A butter spreader is always
delightfully planned breakfast
placed across the bread and
held at the Red Room of the
butter plate, a water glass or
Holiday Inn on Wednesday,
goblet is placed just above the
June 19, at nine o'clock in the
napkin, folded. is placed at tip of the knife blade A cup
morning
or and saucer are correctly placed
The gracious hostesses for the left of the place setting
to the right, in line witb the
plate.
the
on
the prenuptial occasion were
middle of the plate.
Mrs. Hazel Tutt and Mrs. Sue
Wilkerson.
The bride-elect chose to wear
from her trousseau a pink linen
dress with lace trim. Her me.
ther. Mrs. Ruth Blackwood of
Murray, wore a white jersey
dress. They were both presented hostesses' gift corsages of
daisies
Friday, June 21,Saturday, June 22,
Miss Blackwood Ails presented with a white Bondoir clock
Sunday, June 23,
as a wedding gift from the
hostesses.
The table was centered with
a beautiful arrangement of pink
carnations and white gladioli.
Place cards with the honoree's
being decorated with wedding
bells were used.
A country ham breakfast was
served. Covers were laid for
Mrs. Lizzie Farley, Mrs. Sarah
Sinclair, Mrs. Mildred Ragsdale,
Mrs. Heioise Roberts, Mrs.
Odell* Vance, Miss Marjorie
Crass, Miss Doris Rowland, the
honoree, her mother, and the
hostesses.

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Brady of
707 South Tenth Street, Mayfield, announce the engage
merit and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Peggy Anne,
to Gary C. Rhodes. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil B Rhodes of
Mayfield Route Six.
Nies Brady is a 1968 graduate of Mayfield High School
and also a graduate of Career
Academy School of Dental Assisting in Atlanta. Georgia. She
en ey is presently employed in the
ray, until August 15
will move to Apartment 3, 1921 office of Dr. Woodfin Hutson
Oxford Circle. Lenneton, Ky. in Murray.
Mr. Rhodes is a 1964 gradRehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents. Mr. and uate of Farmington High School
Mrs. M. C. Elbs, were hosts for and attended Memphis State
the rebooted dinner held at University and praughon's Busthe Holidge Inn on Friday even- iness College. He is presently
employed at the Geoend Tire
ing.
the and Rubber Compros.
Gab were pressoted-ii—
The wedding Wel be solemcouple to their attendants.
A color scheme of pink and nized an Saturday, July 20, at
white was used in the table.seven o'clock in Ow evening at
decorations. Twenty-five per the High Point Baptist Church,
Mayfield.
Kum were present.

!

SOCIAL CALENDAR

GARDEN TOOLS
To help home gardeners make
landscaping look professional,
General Electric has introduced
a hedge and shrub trimmer, and
a grass trimmer with self-sharpening scissors-type blades. Both
trimmers utilize the standard
power unit which drives all GE
power and garden tools.

Rogina Blackwood
Honored June 19
With Breakfast

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4847

•
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BY COURT ORDER, THE RECEIVER of
the DON SOUDER SHOP for MEN has been
• ordered to LIQUIDATE THE ENTIRE STOCK •
of the store. Merchandise Will Be
- REDUCED FROM 25% to 45% OFF •

I
i

d

I

•

i

i
i
e.

•

FALL AND SUMMER
MERCHANDISE
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Sonde) School
.. 1000 a.m.
Morning Berrie,
11:00 am.
Second and Fourth Sundays:
Sunday School
.. 1000 a.m.
Method tvt Youth
Fellowship .....
616 pm.
Worship &pmts.
7 :00 p.m.

COME TO WORSHIP
AND REJOICE.6.

•

ROBTSI FILSOSART OZOTR
Sabbath School
1:00 p.m.
CUMEMEILAND FILIOSTTI/L- Worship Service
2:00 pm.
.
CHURCH
Rm. 14 Cillever pores
NEW PROVIDENCE
bunday School
10:00 am
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Morning Worship
11:00 am
Jerry M. Cesare. salmis's*
Young People
II:00 pm. Bible Study:
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m. Sunday .. 10:00 am. - 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.
aRsovairs WITYl MORS
Worship:
107 Neal It Fourth Street
Sunday .. 11:00 am. - 7:30 p.m.
Roil W. Leese. inhabiter
Watchtower Study
ST. JOHN'S isriscorai.
Bilge lecture Sunday .. 3:00 p.m.
clittlaCZ
Sunday
4:00 p.m
ISO Male Street
Bible Study Tuesday
3:00 p.m.
Rey. Zebus Rerosell
Ministry
Bandar School
10:15 a.m
School Thunder
• 7:80 PAIL Worship Service Sunday 7'30 a.m.
Henries Meeting
sad 11 • 16 am.
Ttmasday
1:30 pan. For information call 763-6103, 763IINTENTH DAT ADTRNTUI?
4501111EEN KRTHODIST
01111171114151
CHURCH
11411% Lad illyeamere
Deere F. Ilirbestley. Pastier
Fred 1.. WIElisige. seem
First and Third Sundays •

•
22,
•
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EVERYTHING'S flowery, including Mar
Unique sterling, on "a twogetherness" Is
ble set for the first (week) anniversary

GRADS RATE gold stars and gold flatware on this futurisUc buffet table. Later,
cards will be used to tell fortuities

FATHER'S DAY table stars "himself' and gifts hell enjoy
-five-piece set of beautifully constructed cutlery for when
he carves plus a basket packed with barbecue spices

am
a.m
p.m.
p.m

RECRACKER VILE

KNOWN FOR VALUES

p.

LOUIS • UPI • - -A ,tained glass window has been given
by a dozen families to Emmanuel Episcopal Church in rill:turban Webester Groves, Mo.,
in memory of Dr. Martin Luther King
The Rev M Esty Denskine
ger said the families wished to
remain anonymous In • letter
to the congregation, the Rev.
Mr. Denskinger said the vestry
"labored
wrestled
long and
hard with this decision" before
accepting the window
'*To memorialize Dr
King
does not say that anyone subscribes in detail to all that
this man said or did.' the letter said "It does say that he
was a great leader of his people who awakened the conscience of his country and the
world
"Even if you disagree and
dislike it. I hope that the charity and love which is portrayed in this window will govein
your reactions and that we
will be able to disagree in concept while yet loving and accepting it as persons."

•
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t'ne-redh•ble .onders. front button
1-line root ROrrooda or button.
down collar'. sleevelet* comfort.
•trepeek tattersall., more!

They
incorpret
ant
will
evaluate the legal literature of
Judaism. most of which
it
written in Hebrew and Aramic
searching for guidelines helpful to 2dph century life in the
STOM HOURS 100 A N TO •00 P /A
opinions laid down in the Bible. the Talmud and its related works and various rabbinic
codes on such subjects RS the
/tain,A
P
right to privacy. judicial re- (7
view, self-incrimination, the
right to work equality, freedom. authority, subversion and
property,

Boys' tubfast
short sets
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Acrylic
shell
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1.57

Gememosen Hyo• Lone'
Stupid or lobd-color
knit tops for casual
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in print...
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NEW YORK (UPI( - The
word "advocate." often a synonym for attorney, and identifying one who pleads for a
cause or another person, was
commonly used in the Middle
Ages as a church title designating a layman who has been
assigned
to
protect
church
property, according to a Professor of Medieval History
Dr Harold Lurier, of Pace
College. says that when the
city of Jerusalem was taken Ir
1099 during the First Crusade
Godfrey of Bouillon was elected leader of the new emerging
state, but he refused to take
the title of king.
Rather, he chose to be called
the advocate of the Holy Spulchre. He said it would not be
right for him to take a crown
If gold where Christ wore a
7roWn of thorns.

NEW YORK (UPI f -A team
of scholars and graduate students at Yeshiva University
has begun a three-year study
of ancient Jewish law in an attempt to relate it to issues confronting modern man
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of joyful June,
three special-event table settings created by Oneida stylists for Fathers Day:gradua tion and the first wedding anniversary (one week't
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SULFUR PERIN Oa
habeas. Nasloy. easter
First Sunday
Sunday School .... 10:00
Second Sunday
Sunday School .... 10:00
Worship Service .. 11:00
Third Sunday
Sunday School .... 11:00
Fourth Sunday
Worship Service ..
9:46
Sunday School .... 10:46
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•311 Tetley
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They are the kind of occasions that bring family and
close friends together and are
celebrated with lunch, dinner
a buffet supper.
So, for the happy happen -

Ilk • Feriae
CHURCH or CHRIST
Sue. Jay Leekbars. an1als1fr
Sunday
Bible School
.
1 46 a.m
Worship Hour
10 40 aan
Evening Worship
i'00 p.m
Wednesday
Midweek Bible Study 7 10 p.m

TWE CHTHICIE OP /Term
CWIltiT OF T ATTER-DAT
RAMIS
Worthy held In the whit. chant.'

PIM*A MS
""
st=, emigre

•111 "
:4
:0 Tease
:32 Ti **r.
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COLE-% CAMP GROUND
METHODIST CHURCH
awry Laskey. pester
Fast Sunday:
Sunday School ..
10:00 a.m.
Second Sunday:
Sunday School ..
10:00 a.m.
Worship hervIse
11:00 a.m
Third Sunday:
Sunday s.+4 •
' nO
Fourth Sunday
% 41 01 ••••
Worship sv•-dcSunday 7chool
10:45 a-m
HTF Sunday
7:00 pm
(2nd and 4th /tenders)

For Celebration

j,
eventful

of months for it Is 30 days
weddings. anniversaries and
Araduations with a pause at
mid-point, June 16th, to honor
dear old Dad on Father's Day

Rev.

Otters occasions

EL/11 OR'.YR
MATTES? CRUNCH
Wm. A. Farmer. pester
10:110 am
Sunday School ...
41:041 p.m.
?ratifier rn500
Worship 11:00 aim. astl 7!34
7:00 pm
Ithisseedar
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tura °goys
isistsigSMT CRUSCR
Deere F. Wheatley. pager
First and Third Sundays:
Worship Service
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
10:46 am
Second and Fourth Sunday:
Sunday School .... 18:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.

NEW CONCORD
OF CRISIS?
David Sala =Mister
Bible classes
1000
4A tO
Worship S Preaching
Evening Worship
7:00
Wednesday
Bible Classes
7:00
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Hand.mw pnnt tops.
strip. •n,1 wenen
plants weer greet tnizmatch @honk Rugged, long -wearing
cottona 1 to 7.

Perrnan•ntly p
d
cotton always looks
fresh and neat Cheese
*lode. preens or tatter.
sell patterns en your Ila•
vont. elude 0-IS,

OPEN EVERY NITE TIL 9:00
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KNOWN FOR VALUES...COAST TO COAST
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TRAPPED A TEAR IN SUEZ CANAL A seaman more or' less
in a holiday (swabs the deck of one of 15 ships hopped in
the Suez Canal since the Israeli-Arab flpihtlfig a year pgo
A
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For Disorders
PEW YORK WP1 , -- A
w community program,
Secure." has been
to prevent Illegal
of guns and ammunim during civil disorders
Tits program sets up emermeasures for retail dealho sell guns and ammuand other potential
ns The measures are
out in a pamphlet beitistributed to law enforceagencies and dealers
ut the country
immediate steps to be
disorder seems mm-

t
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Onion &gets Orchid
LOUIS (UPI) - The I
uma
linktf'onion" awarded by the
St. Louts Sentinel • Negro •
newspaper, bloomed into an
orchid for editor Howard B I
Woods
The onion, carried on the
front page. went to Morris
Hatehett. president of the fa •
Lodi) branch of the NAACP. I
for.ais -tardiness'* at a news
conference Hatchet showed
up op hour late
Hatchet' wasn't miffed. He
sent -Woods an orchid with a
note
Just keep telling It like
it is •

• ,. ..
•,
••

Uterine
NNW
Shows Decline
NEW YORK cps) - The
death rate for uterine aspect
has dropped 50 per cent since
1935 because of improved de- I
tectlon methods, such as the •
Pap Test, and educational pro- I
grams for women says the
American Cancer Society
Acid Paper
PHILADELPHIA 'UPI r Paper can have 1113 acidity
problem, Just as human stomachs In humans, It can be controlled by diet and medication
In pewit. It can be controlled
by esbufully determinirut the
quantity of alum that must be
added to the recycled •water.
called white water, used during
the manufacturing process.
Controllers and valve units
are often used by paper menu facutrers to maintain a constant effective acidity. or 911
level and thus assure the uniforrnity and quality of their
products Leeds 6 Northrup
Company. Philadelphia. manufacturer of this equipment,
says the controller keeps a
constant check on the pit of
the white water. while the
%save drive unit precisely meters the necessary quantity of
alum that must be added to
the water to maintain the desired pit level

&widening Education
SCOTT AFB Ill (UPI( Terry Cochran is only 11 years
old and already he has attended schools in Greenville SC
Sal annkh
, Tokyo, Chofu
•
lid Tec'hiltette
Bono: lulu and now at Scott AFB
she', his father M Set Ralph
. Cochi.in Ir based

REGULAR 2.39 BIG K...1.97
300's
1.47
WITH COUPON
SAVE 50c WITH THIS COUPON
Coupon Expires After June 26th

VALUABLE

K COUPON:

36's REGULAR 98C
BIG K PRICE 84c

Phillips
Milk of Magnesium Reg. 1.29
BIG K PRICE
99c
Regular or Flavored
Coupon Expires After June 26th

COUPON

Alka Seltzer
25's REGULAR
BIG K PRICE

69c
57c

BATH BEADS....REG. 89c
BIG K PRICE
66c
14.5 oz size
Coupon Expires After June 26th

With
Coupon 770

With
Coupon 57t

HAIR SPRAY
99c
12.5 oz REGULAR
66c
OUR REGULAR
Coupon Expires After June 26th

With
Coup•4 57,
COUPON

Soaky •
, THE FUN BATH
REGULAR
89c(
OUR REGULAR
67c
Coupon Expires After June 26th

72 INCH AIR MATTRESS
99c
BEACH 3ALL5 AND SWIM RINGS
33c to 3.66
SWIMMING POOLS ( RUGGED PLASTIC) 3 & 4 ft... 1 77 & 2.66
8 Oz. Q T LOTION
1 PT. COPPERTONE SUNTAN LOTION OR OIL
6 OZ BRONZTAN SUNTAN LOTION OR OIL
4 OZ SEA & SKI SUNTAN LOTION OR OIL

PORTABLE

20" FAN

With
Coupon 57t

377
3 97
1 05
1.27

VALUABLE

MODEL WC 2

er1-7-

ALUABLE 1-0 COOPON
JOHNSON'S
Baby Powder

Lavoris
29.3 oz. Size Regular 1.35
BIG K PRICE
1.07
Coupon Expires After June 26th

-ererreet
• aori..4.
or

52111

st
TOO THPASTE
REGULAR PRICE
95c
BIG K PRICE.
66c
Regulcs or Mint
Coupon Expires After June 26th

With
Coup 7, 47t
VALUABLE 1-0
72 rKING

Clothes Pins
REGULAR PRICE
BIG K PRICE

79c
57c

Coupon Expires After June 26th

With

NIM

Coupon 44
SIM Ma IMO

•

REGULAR PRICE
BIG K PRICE

Gillette
-

1 00
634

Coupon 88t

1COUPON -oamy

commuN COUPON
Pyrex

REGULAR
. .65c
OUR REGULAR
57c
Super Bleach 1 Gailm
'
Coupon Expires
Jun. 26th

143/4 oz REGULAR 1.29
BIG K PRICE
77c
Coupon Expires After June

26th

With
Coupon 57t

Coupon Expires After June 26th

•With Coupon 47t
i
t2=1 i** COUPON
Toni

Coupon Expires After June 26th

.71111:1==r

VALUABLE
art Ro I-On
DEODRANT

1.59
97c

Wh

20"

Ni
COUPON. -VALUABLE
)

VALUABLE

REGULAR
OUR REGULAR
24 oz Size

‘
1111
swe
iiaL
z

With
Coupon 88t

Asserted fier.doqes

With Coupon
2 for 1.00

CA)UPON
2( INCH
PORTABLE
RCLL AROUND

K COUPON

SHEER STRIPS
REGULAR PRICE
984
OUR REGULAR
57
Coupon E.cpires After June 26th
70

FAN

With
Coupon 44t

•

Ban. Aid

$16
"
14," PORTABLE

3133

01

Coupon Expires After June 26th

Bathing Suits $1.77 to $3.66
LITTLE BOYS Bathing
Suits 88t to $1.77
MEN'S
. Bathing
Suits $1.77 to $2.74
LADIES Bathing
Suit's $5.33 to $9.33

MODE W2?

MOUTHWASH

•

With
Coupon 44t

COUPON:.
24" Bar -B -Q Gr ill •••••••• $5.77 -- VALUABLE tial
Lilt Specia
10lb Bag Cha rcoa I •••••••••••• 77t
HOME PERMANENT
REGULAR PRICE
1.69
50' Garden Hose •••••••••••••84
OUR REGULAR
99c

Coupon Expires After June 26th

.kALUABLE

ream

Lustre

HAPPY FACE FACIAL CREAM
REGULAR PRICE
1.49
BIG K PRICE
99c
Coupon Expires After June 26th

LITTLE GIRLS

VALUABLE

•

VALUABLE 4• COUPON

Sof tique

spirin

Bayer

VALUABLE

TAME CREAM RINSE
REGULAR PRICE..,
1.59
BIG K PRICE
88c
Coupon Expires After June 26th

COUPON

With
Coupon 47t
COJPO
VALUABLE

••••

RESPOND

GIANT

kCTN, KIWI

Hair Spray

Shoe Polish

REGULAR PRICE
2 35
OUR PRICE
97c
Coupon Expires After June 26th

BLACK and BROWN
REGULAR 59c Our Reg. 37c
Coupon Expires After June 26th

With
Coupon 67
MIM MO MIMI 1M IMO MIMI Mil MIMS.19M IIM

Regular Retail Of Coupon _Items

With
Coupon 77t
OM

A

With

tin
Coup
on 31t

MOM=Me

Ao•S

$26.40

14.52
WITH CO'JPON ON THESE 22 ITEMS
COUPON
PRICE
SAVE 11.88 IN REGULAR PRICE_AND

Big K Everyday Low Price On Coupon Items $18.41

BIG

BELAIR SHOPPING CENTER
Murray, Ky.

sTGKE HOURS: 9-9 MON.- SAT. 1-6 SUNDAY
EMBIONNIMOMMIMIMIINIMINME=JOINI me =.1•11,Monamminim. me

I'

With Coupon 66t

VALUABLE

I

AN Cons
WASHINGTONUP! What's in a name? Corn Is
corn. to Americans, but when '
an Englishman says 'corn"
he means wheat A Dutchman
calls corn 'Turkish wheat"
and the Turks call It "Eg7Pflan corn" Africans say "meallea
and the Trench say
"Spanish corn" And the Coen
Beriberi Association, I n c.
notes that when the Bible uses
the word -corn- It means grain
-corn wasn't grown In the Old
World in Biblical =DIM

REGULAR
77c
OUR REGULAR
Coupon Expires After June 26th

Coupon Expires After June 26th

1

1

1 QUART SIZE REG. 1,79
OUR REGULAR.... 1:33

WithCoupon99t

Fly o Kite -I
tut Be Corefd 1
111C1 •

ge
Jo nson s Pled
98c

Lister ine
1

Coupons Expire After June 26th

DAYTON, Ohio UPI -Kite I
flrhg time is in full swing •
agaln, bringing with it some I
utility company on
113indulge in this Von
the safe way
Hever use wire metal foil
or tinsel in any part of a kite I
tail or string. lays the Danch I
Power and Light Compan%
Max! sore the string is dry- I
and Dever fly a kite in the
rain Don't use the street or 11
sidedalk. the best place to fly
a Ing is In a part or open area
Abele, all, keep the kite away
LIVID power lines and radio or
television aerials If a kite gets •
tangled in an electric line
leavei It alone and call your •
sisartst electric power compony. office

•

•

p

of firearms amend other potential
from window displaYs•
such articles in sestorage
ing stocks of guns and
uon in widely sePaareas
Keeping inventory and
firearms record book,
fireproof
illeurpf
1144k
was sparked
aresoict
to'
Remington Arms Co. Inc and
Winchester-Western in COOP eribtion with the International
SileaCiatIon of Chiefs of Police
Participants include the National Retail Hardware Aso,- •
elation. the National Sportingi
411111rns Association and the Na- I
Epee Sheriff's Association
•
4110/13A
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More Tornadoes
DES MOINES (UPI)—Until
1967. January and December
had been the only months of
the year in which tornadoes
had not been reported in Iowa.
However, that list was reduced to one last year when
tornadoes swept through
southeast Iowa in January.
More than 50 tornadoes have
been reported in Iowa each

•

Harold Hocklod
PEVENSEY. England (UPI)
—Police washed away insults
to an English king daubed on
the ruins of Pevensey Castle,
though the insults, written in
French, came a bit late. They
were directed at King Harold
II, who died in the Battle of
Hastings in 1066.

SANTA ANA, Calif. (UPI)—
Californians now can pick
strawberries the year around.
Sequoia, a big, red commercial
strawberry variety that starts
to bear highly flavored fruit as
early as January has just been
officially released to the public
by its University of California
developers.
DC scientists have in recent
year for the past three years
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All-Y•ar Strawberries
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
years introduced a number of Sea Discovsrod

varieties and cultural practices
that enabled growers to pick
berries not just six or eight
months of the year, as formerly, but 11 months NOW, with
the release of these4uoia, even
the 12th month gap in January
has been closed

UNITED NATIONS (UPI)—
An immense underground sea.
comprising about 300 million
cubic meters of water, has ,
been discovered in western Si- I
berm, according to the U.N
Educational, Scientific
and
Cultural
Organization
UNESCO/

German Population

Nolo Wanted

BONN (UPI) — The population of West Germany is expected to pass the 60 million
mark this year, Despite losses
in two wars. the West German
population has doubled since
1900. partly because of the influx after 1945 of 12 million
refugees from eastern Europe
West Germany is Europe's
most populous country. Britain
has about 54.7 million, Italy 53
million and France 50 million.
In the world, the West German
population ranks ninth. after
China, India, the Soviet Union, the United States. Pakistan. Indonesia Japan and
Brazil

Running Commont

•
TUCKED IN FOR A WIN—Preparing for the first real flight this summer, three astronauts adjust themselves In the Apollo moonship which will be their home
for a week.
Clad in spacesuits, which they were to change for more comfortable
fireproof cover-ills,
they are from left Joe Kerwin. Vance Brand and Joe Engle.

—

DES MOI1 ,//:', (UPI)—After
viewing the traveling wildlife
exhibit of the Iowa Conservation Commission, third grade
students at Ottumwa's Mewls
School wrote thank you notes
"Thank you for showing us
the animals," one youngster
wrote "I know very little about
the raccoon. A raccoon seeks
his food. If he sew any animals
smaller than himself, he gulps
it down. But—if it is an elephant, he runs. Boy oh boy he
runs."

NEW YORK (UPI) — The
health and medical field, which
will be the largest employer in
the nation in four years. faces
an. acute shortage of professional and non - professional
help, according to William
Parsons, personnel director of
the Catholic Medical Center of
Brooklyn and Queens. This
field is now the third largest
employer in the United States.
Citing government sources.
Parsons says the nation's hospitals, which will need a minimum of 1 million registered
nurses by 1975, will have available only 900,000 In addition.
the need for about 550,000
practical nurses will be at least
100.000 short At present, hospitals report an immediate
need for an additional 9,172
medical technologists, 3,862
radiologic personnel and about
68,000 aides, orderlies and attendants.

THURSDAY — JUNE 20.1.961.1

HE ISN'T LION DOWN ON THE JOB One of the 30 lion, that
inhabit a new park in. T4ddern. Germany. sits on top of a visitor's car.
Visitor, are warned to stay inside their
cars and to keep all window, closed.

Promptnoss Saves

Ivy Goss West
NEW YORK UP!)—Almost
STANFORD, Calif (DPI)—
three out of five victims of The Ivy League is well reprecancer of the colon and rectum sented on the graduate level
can be saved by prompt treat- at Stanford University Five
ment, says the American can- Ivy League institutions—Harcer Society. This type of can- yard. Yale. Princeton. Cornell
cer will strike 73,000 Ameri- and Dartmouth — are among
cans this
is year. more than any
top 10 schools from which
other form except skin cancer., Stanford
the
receives g r ad u a te
the Society says.
vitudenta.

STOP THAT ITCH!
IN JUST IS MINUTES,
If sot pleased. your 4dc back at Amy
dive counter. Apply quick -drying
ITCH-ME-NOT day or night for ecsoma, insect bites, toe Itch, other surface rashes. Anesthetic action quiets
itching in minutes. Antiseptic •ctio•
kills germs to •posed healing. NOW
.1 4

Holland Drug Store

FOR ATHLETE'S KW/
USE KERATOLYTIC ACTION
BECAUSElected
It sleuths .if sad siii:v
i i
akin. F.-apes/ea deepest ks/
to its
killing action. Cot quit
• itaratolytic, •t any drug
FAST relied or your 4114
NOW

" Holland Drug S
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WE WISH TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRESS OUR GRATITUDE TO THE DAIRY FARMERS Li
OF THE JACKSON PURCHASE AREAS ... FOR THE.
:
SPLENDID JOB YOU HAVE DONE IN INCREASING AND,IA
EXPANDING THE DAIRY INDUSTRY, FOR THE PRQ-4,7„:
GRESS YOU'VE MADE IN RAISING THE QUALITY Oft
YOUR PRODUCT AND THE GREAT CONTRIBUTION'4-7
YOU HAVE MADE TO THE ECONOMY OF OUR SECTION OF KENTUCKY.

it

WE ARE INDEED PROUD TO HAVE PLAYED A PART IN
CONTRIBUTING TO THE SUCCESSFUL GROWTH OF THIS
RAPIDLY EXPANDING DAIRY INDUSTRY BY SUPPLYING
ABUNDANT, LOW COST ELECTRICITY. WE STAND READY
TO PUT THIS ECONOMIC GIANT TO WORK FOR YOU. USE
IT OFTEN. ELECTRICITY WILL HELP THE DAIRY INDUSTRY
TO PROSPER AND GROW, THUS CREATING MORE J 0 B S,
GREATER PROFITS, MORE PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS AND MORE LEISURE HOURS. ELECTRIC POWER
MEANS A STRONGER, MORE PROGRESSIVE COMMUNITY
AND A BETTER WAY OF LIFE.

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-operative Corporation

WE SALUTE THE DAIRY FARMER:::
Who
Knows
So
Well
How
to...

int

FA
BICH
.and Live Better Electric

FARM Milt

1.4irriti#
S.

••• o
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Can Be Turned Into Decorative Assets
Of JOAN 03KUVAN
VIM CHILDREN the most
1
fascinating and fun souvenirs of summer aren't the
ones picked up in resort
shops Rather they are Nature's treasures the kind you
hunt for along a sandy beach

or discover at the lake, in a
country meadow or along a
mountain trail They include
branches of sun artistic
bleached driftwood beautifuliv polished stones, superbly
shaped and delicately colored

•
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L's.iola oho,
On rainy day
a leas crayon work turns them into amusing paperweights

max.moo=STONES are fun to ,ollect

seashells. de..,,rative seed pods.
weeds and grasses They are
things a child enjoys collecting
but what do you do with the
collection v. hen you get it
home?
Here are some suggestion*
for turning summer's souvenirs into decorativeasaets the
children will enjoy long after
the summer is past:
Smooth Stone*: The shape
and size of smooth stones offat butterfly, a
ten suggest
silly lush. a busy bug or an
Drass out your inspiration with crayons and turn the
stone into a paperweight. Polish the crayon work lightly
with rotten or tissue
If you like you can mount
your stone personality Here's
how:
Fill a little box half full or
dry sand and tape it shut. Out
a tiny edit in the top of the
box. Put firm -grip white glue
around the slit and settle the
stone onto the box Crayon
the Doi base to go with the
stone add grass for A bug,
put. waves under a fish, draw
a flower for A butterfly or add
a collar for a face.
Sess Shell: Use a flat shell
to turn a small gift box into
a decorative accessory.
First, use a dark crayon to
bring out the shell's fluting.
Rub raised parts of the shell
with light or white crayon.
L'se firm-grip glue to attach
a pearl to the shell and to attach the shell to the box top.

large for this kind of operation
t ) be practical, and other mosquito control measures are us
ed there.
; The fluctuation is part of a
, yearly cycle of TVA watts
level management to control
imosqurtoes, including the ma' lana-carrying species This disease was once common along
; parts of the Tennessee River,
but there has not been a confirmed case of loraily.contractlijut one foot each week in ed malaria in the regime in the
Wilson, • past 20 years.
Landing.
Pickwick
Wheeler, Guntersville. lohckaThe first step in this cycle
jack, Chickamauga, Watts Bar was "surcharging" each main
and Fort Lehr:intro Lakes
stream lake as it reached its
The other main stream re- oatmeal spring-summer
high
servoir. Kentucky Lake is too level — raising the water briefly above that level and then
dropping it back to strand mosquito-breeding flotage up on the
shorelines The second step is
keeping le‘els high during the
spring growing season to retard
Use growth of plants in dial,
low water also to reduce mosquit) breeding spots.
The weekly fluctuation of
lake levels is the third step
This kills mosquito larva by al
ternately stranding them on
shore and then exposing them
ta natural enemies such as top
minnJWS.
The fourth step is a gradual
drop in lake levels to draw the
water away from weeds along
the shore This starts in summer in most lakes, and is combined with the fluctuation pattern in the main stream lakes
so that water levels drop a little lower each week.

•
6

HERE ARE some of the things you can do with shells, grasses, weeds and thistles collected
on summer walks The dried bouquets were brushed gently with Liquitex polymer medium
Dried Bouquet: Collect
grasses weeds and thistles.
Brush them gently with Liquitex polymer medium if you
want them to retain their natural color or use acrylic paint
to create a more void effect.
Arrange them in a narrownecked vase
Shell Vase: Turn a coneshaped paper cup upside doss-n
and color with acrylic paint

and • nsutical navy and white striped cotton knit turtleneck top add anis to a smart "ase-and-seaworthy coMbinaWILIAM by Rase. they mia be teamed with tither hallitigitilits-

TVA is beginn,ng its annual
fluctuation of oaten levels in
eight Tennessee River main
stream takes for .control o f
lake-breeding mosquitoes Until early autumn, water levels
en]; be rassed and lowered a•

see

Continuing Education
For Ministers
UPI
NEW HA'.7N. Conn
—Within R few years a midyear study break will be as
common as a summer vacation
for parish ministers, according

LONG SLEEVED, ruffled entree, shirt in ahem Dacron and
cotton dotted swiss make* a smart bathing suit rover ',pair
a top for shorts or long stretch pants. Designed by Pilot.
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By TAD ROWADY
SEEMS strange &lean t it.
but, no matter how well and
extensively we plan our ward•
robes for efts or shore vaira•
toms there is alviavis a feet
minute need for a few
for special sports or occasions.

'Ailing and swimming will
need several sets of change.
ittwsit "seaworthy- separates,
several swim milt% and model
cover-up protection from sun
sod wind
This yeer Mach cover ups
ars alarat more gi•IVNIT,44,
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to Dr Parker Ftossman. executive director of the Ecumenica:
Continuing Educational Center
at Yale
Dr Rossman says an Increasing number of chilrehes
are providing funds and time
for their pa -tors to attend continuing edur ation courses each
year The El umentral Center it
administered by a board of
Catholic. Protestant and Orthodox representatives as well
as members of the Yale and
Berkeley Divinity Betio°, faculties, who lecture In the study
oroJects
An instant hairsetter is small
enouyh to be 'carried in the
pocket It includes five thermostatically controlled jumbo
rollers, each with its own heating pu?,t. These are heated rapidly for quick-set. dry-net action on all Mars of hair, the

manufacturei rinonrto It Comes
In a blue. olf-contained ease
with a compattftlent for the

electric cord and clips
•

-

•
•

et,

••• •

Change of Bankinglours
at the

Peoples Bank of Murray
Beginning June 21, 1960

•

MAIN OFFICE and DRIVE-IN BRANCH
9 A.M to 2:30 P.M
Monday through Friday
TV Branch ... Drive-In Window at Branch
and ...Wak-Up Window Downtown
9 A.M.--4 P.M. - - - Monday through Friday

elms year. increasing by near•
ly a milli n pounds The ha:
vest in and below Kentuck.

Lake increased by a smaller a
In AMA, And taere was a dv
crease in the north Alabama
Mississippi lakes harvest

can see and enjoy it.

NTION

Vacation Extras

The commercial fish harvest
on TVA lakes in 1967 totaled
ertunated 7,700,000 pounds,
largest in three years, TVA reparts. The harvest brought
onmercial fishermen $1,170.
u00.
The harvest in east Tennes
see lakes doubled over the pre

Own
Buy an inexpensive wooden
picture frame Remove the picture and replace It with a
sheet of colored paper. Arrange your dried grammes on
the paper. attaching them
with Liquitex gel. Place the
paper in the frame, back it
with cardboard and hang your
scuverur of summer where you

\,\\\%\%•\%••••• •••••••• • ••••

TVA News
Letter
RED RAMCL01111 sap jacket. white cotton sailcloth pant,

Fasten shells and starfish to
the paper cup with Liquitex
gel medium. Use as a vase for
dried grasses, weeds and thistles
Summer Picture: As green
things begin to dry in the fall,
save greases, weeds and seed
pods, brushing them with acrylic polymer or acrylic paint,
depending on whether you prefer Nature's colors or., your

A New Service

FRIDAY EVENINGS, 4 to 7 O'clock
At All Offices
Saturdays 9 A.M. to 12 Noon
These New Hours Arranged for the
Banking Convenience Of Our Patrons

OPLE BAN
cy
MURRAY RV.
MAIN OFFICE
5th and Main

TV BRANCH

DRIVE-IN BRANCH
S.12th at Story
•

•-

•
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PAGE NINE
THE

WRIT MURRAY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Steak llith A Henan/ Drive
Ands Melee, evaagellst
illser ..... ...
10:00 cm.
Serrkis . .. . . 10:60 a.m.
•ftr
adarnithip
6:00 p.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m.

greab

COLLEGE PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
link • Main Streets
Near, MeRessie, minieter
Church School
9
Divine Worship
10 45 a.m
Presbyterian Youth
Fellowship
I:00 p.m
Westanineter Fellowship for
University Students
6'30 p.m.

.
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MURRAY,

An investment in Your fulure

NiUrciLLE

-

LLLIIL

CHINITNIIT ST. TABERNACLE
trenteseetal Cher.th ef God)
Sdront & (1,-• •,.;t
c.dts
Me,. Joke W. D•Water
Sunday School
10:00
Wayside Salrvics
11:00 a.m.
ENISIng Service .
. 7:30 p.m
Wedessday Prayer Meeting 7 - 30 pm
Friday PTPA
7:30 P.C16.
HAACK BAPTIST CM:MCI'
South Ninth Street
Ire. 1. D. WOW. many
9:45 a.m.
Lads( Worship
10:45 Am.
Trailing Union
I:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:80 p
Prayer Meeting
7:00 p.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL
IINTRODIST CHURCH
aim debases; Easley, pastier
Ut
tellneol
10:00 cm.
Korvin,
11:00 am.
Night Service
Sealer and Jr. MT?
II:00 p.m
Sunday Night Worship Sendai
!very Ind A 4th Sunday 7.:00 p.m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Main Street at 10th
T. A. Theater, peeler
DIAL-A-DEVOTION
758-4411
Sunday Alaimo!
5:40 am.
Morning Worship
10:60 Am
Training Union;
(11.91.-Mar.)
5:00 p.m.
(Apr.-Aug.)
II:80 p.m.
Eveating Worship:
(liraget-Mar.)
II:00 p.m.
(Apr -Aug.)
7:30 phi
Prayer Meeting
Each Wednesday
7:60 p.m

ooden
e pieith a
Ares on
them
e the
tk It
' your
* you

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. C. Anse+ Pmegles
Sunday School
9:10
Moraine Worship
10:411
Training Union
II:00
Even Worship (Broadaast) 5:00
Prayer Mooting, Wednesday 7:14

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
PRESIIITTEILLAN
IL Bellem pastor
Cada, Sedieel
10:00
Preaching
11:00

IT. LSO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 N. ltth Street
Lev. Marrile Maeliesty. pester
Sunday Masses: S am..11 atn. and
4:60 p.m.
flalyday and First Friday'
4:30 am and I:00 p.m.
Prowrairos BAPTIST
CHLEI1-nadeph
Allen. peeler
Jerry Graham, Sunday School Supt.
Sunday School
10 00 am
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Wreaks Service .....
7:00 Ptel.
+-Prayer Meeting Wed
7 00 p.m
'.Sunday Evening Susging
6:30 p.m.
POPLAR SPRINGS BAPTIST
ORCRCH
Routs 3 - Pottertown
Bra Oluieles Chamblee. peeler
Asada., Soho.;
10:00 am.
Hwang Worship
11:00 a.m.
Training Union
7:00 p.m.
Eventrig Worship
5:30 p.m
Wed Prayer Meeting
7:00 pale
KT. PLEASANT CVXREILLAND
PRISIITTEKLAN CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:00 am.
Sunday Night a.ersc.
7 00 p.m,
Welskip Service at 11:00 each first
lied third Sunday
KIRKSET BAPTIST CHURCH
Nev. David Breense, needier
Sunday School
.... 10:011 am.
Morning Worolltp
11'00 a.m.
Trak;ing Un Ion
6:30 pro.
Evening Worship ..... 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night
4:10 p.m.
CHURCH
pester
10:00 am
11 :00 am.
7:00 p.m
8:30 p.m.
7-00 pm

Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
THE FREEDLY FUNERAL HOME"

CARROLL TIRE SERVICE
YOUR LINT-ROYAL 7 SE DEALER
It of 8. 12th Phone 753-14.
e Blk

1105 Pogue -

babies. Seeing them all together gives you a feeling of
con-tint-iffy-, ana—a sense of oneness with- all creation.

grandfather, you marvel at the great legacy he is
bequeathing therworld. All the children that have issued
from him are in themselves a'great contribution to the

V

world of mankind.
There is marvelous potential in all these spirits. The
great things,they will do thrill your heart when you
cgat.wplate them.

PLEASANT VALLS! CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Marray-Pettertown Road
Levey Lyles, mistime,
10:00 am
Bible !Rudy ........
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship

CAPRI THEATRE

Phone 753-1933

MURRAY LIVESTOCK COMPANY
SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M.
Billy Morgan - Max Whitford - Joe Stewart
South 2nd Street
Phone 753-5334

CORVETTE LANES, INC.
Bowling At Its Boot — Fine Food
Phone 753-2202

OWENS FOOD MARKET
Specialise in

1409

Math St

Choke Steaks
Hot Pit Barbecue"
Phone 753-4882

STOKES TRACTOR & IMP. CO
stasset-rerrumm sai.„ & gerytee
Industrial Road

CH

Phone 7511-1319

CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT ASS'N

ry

God.

Serving Farm Families Attlee 1936
Road
Phone 753-2924

PALACE DRIVE-IN
rive Points

Phone 753-7991

KENTUCKY LAKE LODGE REST. •
FRESH KENTUCKY LAKE FISH DINNERS
Open 7 Days a Week from $ a.m. to 10 p.m.
Phone 474-2259
Aurora Rd on Hwy. 68

CAIN & TAYLOR GULF SERVICE
Used Cars — Minor Repairs
"We Give Treasure Chest Stamps"
Day

753-5862

LOCUST GROVE
CEIJACII OF THE NAZARENE
Kirksey, Kentucky
Sebeet a.aamiso. sehalettee
10:00 am.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Yarning Worship
7 00 p.m
Sunday Night Service

'

A FRIEND

Hale Lock Shop & Office Furniture.
Filing Cabinets - Desk, - Adding Machines
and Typewriters
Five Points

Phone 753-5980

HOLIDAY RESTAURANT
Phone 474-2228
Aurora, Ky.
A 4 M to 11 P.M. — OPEN ALL YEAR
FEATURING
FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH and BAR-B-Q

THE HITCHING POST
NEE THE OLD COUNTRY STORE t
ft Mlle West of Kenlake State Park:i,
Phone 474
Aurora 1t8 - Rt. I. Hardin

HAZEL LUMBER COMP
-ivz TREAT YOU El THE YEARV.
Phone 492-81

Phone 753-1

Rocket Center

BOONE'S 1NCORPORAT
The Cleaner That's Interested In You

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
Daily Service to Memphis and St. Louis
Phone 753-1717

ikesekiaR 51Kut
After Church Try Our Sunday Buffet
11:30 a.m. - t p.m.
Phcxne 753-5988
U.S. Hwy. 841 South

WARD & ELKINS
RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
Phone 753-1713
409 Maple Street

HOLCOMB CHEVROLET
"WHERE SALES & SERVICE GO TOG
Phone 753South 12th Street

LYNHUFtST RESORT
COL. &

MRS. THOMAS E. BROWN-0
Phone 438-2345 or 438-5378

LEACH'S MUSIC
"YOUR COMPLETE MUSIC CENTER"
Dixieland Center, Chestnut St. - Phone 753-

MURRAY WHOLESALE
GROCERY CO.
WEST KY. RURAL ELECTRIC
CO-OPERATIVE CORP.

Phone 753-1651 - 505 W

INDOOR COMFORT CENTER
Division of Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating _ Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
Phone 753-4832
8th at Chestionut

5 POINTS WELDING SERVICE
Harold Vaughn - Owner
Complete Shop and Portable Welding Service
Septic Tanks - Tow Trucks
Mayfield FIlvhwav
Phone 753-4519

Main - Nlte 753-3924

RAY T. BROACH
Farm Bureau
209

Phone 753-5012

"It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Sycamore at 12th - Oafl-n Orders 753-7101

West Side Square

CHRISMAN POPCORN CO
ditownts — PROCESSORS —PACK

Night 753-3548

roMOWdirs.

BELK'S of MURRAY

Hazel, Kentucky

This church page is being sponsored by the following business firms and interested persons:

Located on Chestnut Street

"We

the Church because it tells the truth about
mans life, death and destiny; the truth which

OAR GROVE CIIIIIINELAND
PISSIIIITTRILLiN CHURCH
Mee. DUI Bead. easilar
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worentp
7:110 pm
livening Woven lp

"Far All Your Fertiliser Needs"

1415 Math Street

self and his family. Beyond that, however,
every person should uphold and participate in

sweetened and ,nourished by the church. We invite you
to take your family to church this week.

HUTSON CHEMICAL CO., Inc.
Murray, Ky.

is God's appointed agency in this
world for spreading the knowledge of His love
for man and of itis demand for man to respond
to that love by loving his neighbor. Without
this grounding in the love of God, no government or society or way of life will long
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so
dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even
from a selfish point of view, one should support
the Church for the sake of the welfare of him-

alone will set him free to live as a child of

This legacy of lives and spirit can be strengthened,

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
III N. Fifth Street
WHIM= M. Peeler. peeler
0 - 30 a.m.
School
Sunday
10:80 a.m.
Worship Hour
p.m.
7:00
Service
sysemr
6:30 p.m.
Ai Rh* Fellowship
p.m.
1:00
CT? FelliewshiP
Men's Fellowship . third WedneedaY
Tuesday
third
..
Meet
CWT Cien

A FRIEND

_The. Church

It gives you, also, a glimpse of God's plan in the life
Cycle. When you seethe off-spring of the patriarch

DICHANTJAL LUTHERAN CHURCH
Nev. Seephen Masnit Pes•sr
1111eriday School
9:15 am
Worship Service
10:30 am
ORSIght PLAIN CHURCH
OF AIMS! •
Deem Ceseelifieln seisleter
Sunday Bible Mindy
10:00
Morning Worship
10,46 cm.
Evening Worship
• TANI p.m
Wed Bible Study
1:10 P.m.

24 Hr. Ambulance Service--0s7gen EquiPed
Phone 753-4813
311 N 4th Street

Isn't it grand when the whole family reunites on
holidays or on anniversaries! How good to see grandparents and great grandparents and the new crop of

CHEREY CORNER SAPTILas
CHURCH
Lessen Wililemsem ~Me
Sunday School
10:00 atm
Worship 1Mrvlse
11:00 a.m
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Training Union
6:80
Evening Worship
7:11 p.m

The Rest In

am.
um
p.m.
p.m.

aTNIVENSITY CHURCH OF CHRIST
106 Ninth 15th Street
Nellie Wage, misleads
0:30 a.m
Bible Study
10:90 a.m.
Morning Worship
ff p.m.
4:
Evening Worship
:00 Din
Mid-Week
Student
(College
Thursday
0:11 p.m
Devotional)

•

SCOTTS OR011711 BAPTIST CIIINSCH
Atm Lee. Peak& peeler
Sunday Seta./
10 00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:00 am.
Fatting Union
8:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:10 p
Wednesday Service
7 30 p.m.
Enda laneeete. IA Sept, Padll Wayne
Garrison. Treeleneg Vales Direst.,.

KIREARY METHODIST
Bea A. H. MeLeen
Sunday School
Horning Worship
evening Worship
Tooth Fellowship
Wed Prayer Meeting

-For where your treasure is, there will your heart be also

FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
UNION GROVE CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Rev NUM" Jennison pewter
Jerry Henderees , silents,
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
a.m
10:00
Sunda, School
Ken Miller, Supt.
10:50 am
Wordily Fervid)
11:04 a.m.
Morning Worship
0:30 p.m
Evening Service
6:31 P.m
Training Union
Mid-Week Bible Study:
Mike Turner, Director,
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
1:141 p.m
Evening Worship
:00 p.m.
Wed. Service .
SYMANVIIL MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
SPRING CREEK BAPZ.I._-LJRClI
Barnett Avenue - Murray, Ky.
Rev. Jena 6.4144,014
Bro. Thomas revises. Padebler
:1110
Sunday School .........10:00 cm Sunday School
... 11:00 a.m
. 11:00 arn Morning Worship
Morning Worship
.
lntng1.,Inlon
1:04
pAsi
p.m
II:80
Union
.
Trebling
.. 11:00 P.m
7:30 P.m. •Weditrig Worship
Evening Worship
p.m
1:911
Sea-clam
Wad
Evenin
g
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
Prayer Service
SALEM BAPTIST CHIT110111
WEST FORK BAPTIST CHURCH
RIB Knight. wow
Rev. Heyward Rabeete•Paseds
10:00 mas
10:00 am Sunday School
undiLY School
11:00 am.
Worship
Morning
a.m
11:00
Morning Worship
7'10 p.m.
6:00 pm Training Union
Training Union
7:50 p.m.
Worship
p.m
Evening
I:30
Evening Worship
7 :08 p.m.
Prayer Service
Prayer Service
7:10 pm
Wednesday
nUfKING IIPMENGS BAPTIST
HAYMAN CHAPEL
CHURCH
A-Mi. CHURCH
Red. Jetta Moan, pewter
lee Baits Mulberry &Meet
10 - 00 a.m
0:46 a.m. Sunday School
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
11.08 •.m. Morning Worship
Worship Service
6:30 p.m
7:00 pm. Tranlng Union
Evening Worship
'1.30 pm.
Worship
Evening
Wednesday
7:00 pm
11•30 pm. Wedneeday Nlebt
Teacher Training
7:85 p mlf
!Prayer Seirrlee
5:00 pro.
ACE. League
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Fifth And Maple Menet
FIRST ASSEMBLY Or GOD CHURCH
Roo. Lloyd W Ramer, pester
Doyle M. Webb, Pieter
45 s-m.
(
-tire'
Need
Glendale
1005
sad
Smith
5 - 05 and
10:00 a.m. Morning Worship
Sunday School ....
11:00 cm.
Worship Service
10:50 a.m.
4.30 p.m
7:10 p.m. Jr. & Sr. Fellowship
Hoaday night 7 - 00 p.m
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
Mid Week Ildrvice

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
METHODIST CHURCH
W. T. Jeekses. minister
Sunday School
5:41 am
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Jr. a Sr. Fellowship
4:00 p.m.
livening Worship
7:30 pm

S.
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Maple

Street

id

Insurance Agent
Phone 753-4703.

FITTS BLOCK & READY MIX CO.

4..

Building Blocks & Read, Mix Concreti,ve
East Main Street

Phone 753-3540

EDWIN CAIN
BUILDING CONTRACTORS
621 S. 4th

,)
-••••rara
' ..

Phone 753-16'S

4

'

et.
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live-Aboard'Cruise
Solves Hotel Problem
ttpo, and what you spend
ashore.
NEW YORK UPI i — Don't. A cruise will not only solve
panic if you can't get hotel ac- your accommodations problem
commodations at the nearby but It can be fun getting there
popular resort islands during and back.
We visited Bermuda on the
your vacation Why not take a
cruise and live aboard the weekly cruise aboard the Greek
Olympia
23,000 - ton
Line's
ship
leaves Pier 97 at ,the
Some of the finest luxury which
liners are diverted from their foot of West 57th St at 11 pm.
arrives in Hamilton
regular trans-Atlantic runs for Friday.
Wednescruise service during the heavy Sunday morning, sails
spring - summer - fall season. day night and arrives back In
New York early Friday
And there are scores of the weaned "live-aboard'" cruises to
One-Class Ship
choose from ,
On cruises. the Olympia is
On most longer cruises, ships • one-class ship with all pasusually visit a number of is- sengers enjoying equal dining
lands and lay over anywhere room, deck and other public
from seieral hours to a day or facilities
Each morning, a
so. On the shorter live-aboard printed sheet is slipped under
cruises, there is generally only
your door listing the day's acone port of call and the shi
tivities and special events Inremains up to four days
The most popular destina- cluded also is the -recommendtions for the one port cruises ed- dress for evening — there
are the Bahamas and Bermu- are several special affairs such
Captain's
welcome
da both relatively close to New as the
',Ass suns's:big Some of 121 Communists who surrendered
York, Miami and other East aboard party and farewell dinen masse in Saigon. South Vietnam. squat in a compound
ner But men can get by with
Coast ports
Nassau and Freeport in the dark suits and women with
New time-keeping and reA 40-foot tree may absorb Bahamas are an overnight run cocktail dresses when formal
cording devices essential tc 19 gallons of water a day at the from Miami and about three wear is suggested
spare navigation maintain ar-. height of the growing season. days from New York. Bermuda
A typical day's activities
• • •
accuracy to one ten -billionth
is about 36 hours by ship from will include lessons in Greek
folk dancing, bingo and horse
of a second
The Veterans Administration New York.
• • •
estimates that a r'ecord 787,000
The liner serves as your ho- racing games, travelogues and
The Republic of the Philip- patients will be treated in VA tel in port, providing
till meals other informative talks by vetpines supplies half of all co- hospitals this year
and offering • full schedule cif eran ,cruLse direetor Ralph Mi•
•
•
eonat products in the world
activities aboard ship, includ- chele, tea dansants and evening
glizst the National Geographic
ing entertainment nightly The shows
• • •
Then there are swimming in
During 1967 there were 29 price you pay for your stateThe worldwide printing to- serious crane accidents, six in- room or cabin
covers the pools on the Sun and
generally
ihstry turns out 2000 pages of volvinw fatalities in New York everything aboard ship
during , Promenade Decks, sun bathing
books newspapers perodkala Mate
the cruise except for bar kills. ' in deck chairs. ping Pons.
$nd reports every 80 sacks& •
shuffleboard and other deck
games, a gymnasium and movies twice a day in thei theater
TherE also are card rooms and
libraries and, for the women,
gift
shops
with •' perfumes,
clothing and other attractil.e
bargains
For swingers, there are cocktail lounLes and the Zebra
Room night club for dancing or
enjoying the music of American
Aed Greek bands The Taver'lila. which resembles an open
air cafe in a Greek square, remains open until the wee hours
Of the morning. ,Ton bran
of scotch and other whiskies
cast only 35 cents per drink
with water. 50 cents with soda
or other mixers)
Calory Count/Tx usually declare a moratorium in the battle of the bulge In addition to
breakfast, lunch and dinner,
offering a wide varietrof dishes, Including Greek specialties. there are mid-morning
snacks. mid - afternoon teas
and tongue-smacking midnight
buffets
The Olympia has scheduled
weekly cruises to Bermuda until Oct 18 It ties up at the pier
In Hamilton within easy walking distance of the famed
shopping center on Front St.
.Rates for the cruise run from
$175 per person to $485 per
person, double occupancy All
%sun Pr.-sweet litoriaeseit I. 19413 World War H was ragtag.
it est Pehet 2911.
but about 30 of the lower price
cabins have private showers
and toilets
By Mt BRAT J. BROWN
UPI Travel Editor
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More than three-fourths of
population of
the 1 mi!lion
Utah live within 100 miles of
Salt Lake City. •
• •
Houston Tex.. has a potential supply of more than twice
waits anticipated demand for
ter through the year 2010.
species
There are about 2.500
world.
of snakes in the
• • •
produce
The field mouse may
litters in a
as many AS 17
year

SETTING A SAILING INCOggo AitiMe pilot Hugo Vihlen 'of Homestead. Fla.. sets sail after
a meeting with a U.S. Navy submarine at sea on his lonely voyage from Casablanca.
Africa, to Miami. Fla. His 6-foot-long craft Is the smallest sailboat ever to try for an
Atlantic crossing. U.S. Navy photo

HEART PATIENT DIES Frederick West. 45, shown in a
file phot.. listening to his
new heatt In, London, is the
16th heat t transplant patient
to die. Five others still are
alive. He received the heart
of a 28-spar-old Irish laborer
last May 3

The Bolivian people ere
Boston, Mass. is the largest
wholesale wool maiket in the about 70 per cent Indian, 5 per
cent white. and 25 per cent .of
world
mixed blood.
• • •
About 40 gallons of maple
There have been about 180
sap are needed to make one
armed revolts in Bolivia since
gallon of maple syrup
it became independent in 1825
' • •
• • •
Massachusetts occupies 8.257
took
George
Washington
square miles of land area and
ranks 45th among the states in command of the American
army on July 3. 1775. In Camsize
bridge, Maas
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More than 92 9 million tons
of cargo passed through the
Panama Canal in the 1967 fiscal year
• • •
Iowa State University was
the first Land Grant college
opened on a coeducational ba

sis
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MEATS

*

1

* CANNED FOODS *
tokely'a

BUll COCKTAIL
394,
8 ;:;k Roast
F 1
E
3 c3:11
49° :RIB STEAK
& DUMPLINGS_ _
89a
85n,
!SALAD DRESSING
AM
49Fb
ISLAB BACON
I.
Ig
IOMATO CATSUP _ _ _
591ci,
I go LPORICIOIN
2
GREENS
ia..h
39°
2 Igo: PIMENTO CHEESE
OMINY
•
2 25° hlailliARINE
PEAS
lb 17° C
i"vs
'EACH HALVES
I
FREE!!
BUCKET
SAND
CHILD'S
1
* PRODUCE
,ro_rn, Grown
I
I
39°
UOMATOES
L
r°
1I DEODORANT SOAP
15°
UASH
I.-----------------11
I
39r I1 LITTLE FRISKIES
rA1CTALOUPES
0,1 100 Ii CAT FOOD____ 2 551
1CARROTS
I
—
t
1
I
Ma MIXES-- _3 79i COOMES
I
OTATO CHIPS
'IV I MARSHMALLOWS __ 19c I
7901
[APPLE BEER
I
39
_ 350 I TOWELS
CRACKERS
1111-HO
IN
24-lb Jar
954'1
iPEANUT RUTTER
PING
21‘;
1SPUD FLAKES
COFFEE
'I
394
IPLACE MAT__
•
•3
594' 1 $1.29
IVEL
(Center Cuts

lb. no)

24- wz- can

lapin Blend

SLICE
ED
ENTER
IN
DERC
M
ED .
LICA
SH

quart 4593:

12-os. can

tkeLys

14-os, bottle

_ Sliced for Chops

o

sib'a

303

Calls

303
CILAS

akilarit

8-ox cop

cans
for

INN Inn

300 can
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New Hampshire was the del
cisive state in the ratification
of the Federal Constitution
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51.1aWE DAPKENS GREAT WHITE WAY • Pickets pate the street in front of
Actor* It'quity
•ste in New York
the nation tot thethud time in eight years Th., ai•tors are .eeking
.
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II*Sell,Nile
JO;Refit A"td
mot/eif
Box
M.
Lynnville, Ky.

213 Murray, Ky., C. Winona Monument Company, bedroom brick located within
vice,
Sanders. Phone 382-3176, Winona, Minnesota 55987 1TP walking distance of the Univer-June-29-C
sity has all built in appliances
WOKS FOR boys. One block
enclosed garage,
in kitchen,
Termite
Ward
Call
TERMITES?
bode campus. Summer rates.
utility room, two ceramic baths,
guarwork
All
estimate.
free
for
Will take fall applications. Prithroughout and a nice
contracts.
rent furnished trailer carpet
vate entrance. Phone 753-6243 anteed. Five year
den.
$65.00.
June-24-C Five room house treated,
or 753-3008.
ONE BLOCK from UniversityWildwood
Ward Pest Control, 1612 College semester.
This large three-bedroom house
apartments, Farm Road, phone 7534501.
7, R.
Is located just one block from
air-conditioned. Williams ApartJuly-11-P nets 62901.
the campus. It has nice den,
enents, So. 16th St. Phone 753kitchen with new Frigidaire ap8860.
July-1-C MOTOR ROUTES open. Contact
Louisville-Courier Journal, 753- REAL ESTATE FOR SALE pliances, dining room, and carTWO-BEDROOM house, avail- 7118.
TFC
peted living room. The lot is
3-bedroom brick extra large and has shade. Only
able July 1st. Close to UniverBY
Service home on So. 18th Street. Call $17,800.
sity. Wired for a washer and
TFC INCOME PROPERTY - This
J-20-C offers expert installation along 753-5270.
dryer. Call 753-2987.
with 25-40% savings on alumithree apartment house is loFOUR
JULY 1st, one side of duplex, num siding, windows and doors.
cated only two blocks from the
unfurnished, 1631 Farmer. 2- We are a newly formed family $3,500. Carpet, paneling, air- University and is currently
reedrooms, living room and din- business with some 20 years conditkming, furniture. Elec- renting for $150.00 for only
tging area, kitchen, bath and accumulated experience. Free tric heat, insulated, 1% acre. two of the apartments, the landastorage room, private drive and estimates with no obligations. On blacktop, three miles down lord occupies the other. It is
"'Carport. $70.00 per month. Call Phone 489-2427. Call now for Pottertown Road. J. Robinson. a wonderful opportunity for a
J-20-C special prices.
492-8174.
July-23-C
good investment for only $12,Grove 750.
in
for the I'M LOOKING for 2 women who
SHADY LOT - This comfortsummer. Vacant June
are interested in earning $200 Heights Subdivision, each
Grove able house has two bedrooms,
ried couples or boys. Nice clean. to $350 per month on a part- x 200 feet, near
kitchen, utility
Everything furnished. Reason- time basis. For interview call Church. Good shade. Walter living room,
room, and dining room plus
able rates. Call 753-5617 or 753- Mrs. Rollins at 753-8970 be- Schroeder, Phone 753-2498.
bath downstairs and two-bedH-J-21-C tween the hours of 3 to 5:30
1257.
rooms, storage room and bath
J-20-C
only.
baths. up. It also has central heat and
house,
SERVICES OFFERED
between
painting or carp- Large library, with all the ex- Is centrally located
carpeting. high school
Wall-to-wall
University.
and
MAINTENANCE Unlimited Jan- entry work done? Free esti- tras.
753-2864 after 5 Central heat and air. 1812 Loeb Only $14,500.
itor Service, Commercial, In- mates.
BRAND NEW three-badroom
Lomond, phone 753-4837.
dustrial, Residential. Call beJuly-23-C brick, has two baths, central
tween 2 and 8, 492-8485.
invited to
heat and air, carpeted throughJune-17-C
across from Ro'attend a gospel meeting at the
out, fireplace, utility room, famChrist, bertson School. Four large bed- ily room and carport. It's priced
college Green Plain Church
rooms, three baths, large fam- to sell.
will paint houses. Reason- old Murray-Paris Road,
ily room. Central heat and air. TWENTY TWO acres with four753-7216 or 23-29 Services are at 8:00 p.
Able rates.
carport, chain link room frame house, only $5,250.
753-8172, after 12 noon. J-24-C each evening Lexie Ray will be Double
_
J-27-C fenced back yard, 100 a 150 foot
the speaker
'RESPONSIBLE teenager desires
wooded lot. See by appoint.'
summer baby sitting. Call 753. PELF WANT=
Sent only. Jerry Wallace, 753J-2I-C
7V1
?ON after 4:30 p. sa. J-21-C
FOR SALE
Woman to stay with two eldhousework,
NOTICE
Used Fender Beaman
SWIMMING POOL--This very
erly people. Light
no laundry. Salary, room and neat three-bedroom brick house
Amp. White. Good con489-2141 or 753-5881. hes something special included
dition.
ELECTROLUX SALES & Set: meals. Call
J-21-P In the price It has a beautiful
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
•
g pool completely pri'
753-7575
redwood
beautiful
with
vate
FOR SALE
granite manufacturer
surrounding
the
back
fence
appOint one reliable man in
Repossessed Fender
yard and safety with a chain
dealer
exclusive
area
as
this
Band Master. Excellent
the
fence surrounding
link
monuments and markers.
for
condition. Low price.
pool. Owner is leaving town
all
supfurnish
finance
and
We
and this package is priced to
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
plies. Very rewarding business. 'en753-7575
Write
part time
Full or
-This beautiful 3FOR RENT

}I

WANTED TO EMT
MALE GRADUATE Student
wants to
or apartment begimning fall
Contact:
No.
R. 3 Cardondale, 1111,
J-26-P

VEW FURNISHED

OWNER,

GARLAND ALUMINUM

MODERN

FOUR APARTMENTS

THURSDAY - JUNE

20.19611
-3

J-22-C
1961 CHEVROLET 2-ton flat- 1968 KAWASAKI 250 CC, 31.5
bed Good condition. Call 753- h. p. 1957 Dodge pick-up. 437Dachshund
AKC REGISTERED
J-22-P
4848
J.20-P 5021.
J-22-C
puppies. Call 753-2620.
1961 PONTIAC and 1957 Ford CABIN ON Kentucky Lake. LoSportsman
MOBILE
8'
x
37
41. good condi- cated on water front, lot 150'
17
in
wide, furnished or unfurnish- house trailer. Call 492-8485
tPijoett"CPallB°4
J.22-P
ed. Priced to sell. Call 753-6726

- BEDROOM,

BUILDING LOTS

1. Mar-

Elm

J-20-P
100

J-20-C

4-BEDROOM

NEED ANY
Call
p. m.
YOU ARE cordially

J-21-C

of

TWO EXPERIENCED
boys
Call

two

BRICK HONE

June
m.

NATIONALLY known 100 year
will
old:

NEW HOUSE in subdivision outside city limits. It has three
bedrooms, living room, kitchen,
ceramic bath, central heat, city
water and built-in range. It's
a bargain at $15,500.
ROBERTS REALTY, 505 West
Main Street, Telephone 7531TC
1651.

FOE BALI

MASSEY FURGERSON baler,
New Holland rake, New Holland
conditioner. Will sell all three
together or conditioner separate
from baler and rake. All in
good condition. Call John McCuiston, Route 2 Puryear, Tenn.
TFNC
247-3949.

WILL- SELL one late model
16 cubic foot Westinghouse refrigerator with large freezer
capacity, and one Norcold 2
CU. h. office refrigerator or perfect for camping Call 753-3919.
J-20-C
3-YEAR-OLD black and white
Pinto Pony, gentle for kids.
53" saddle pony, brown and
white Pinto, showed in English
pleasure pony. 4-year-old bay
quarter horse, 14Sii hands high.
Call 492-8128.
J-20-C
2 USED air conditioners. Call
753-7498 from 7:30 to
4:30
daily.
J-20-C

HORSES: 4 mares, 3 of which
have colts by their sides with
the other mare to foal within
30 days. Call 489-2468 after
6:00 p. m.
J-25-C

1963 PONTIAC Bonneville. Full
power, factory air, new tires. RIDING LAWN MOWER, only
Excellent condition. Best offer. two months old, owner leavJ-22-C ing town. Call 753-7921. J-22-C
Call 753-6123,
RUGS a mess' Clean for less CHROME DINETTE SET, 6
with-Blue Lustre! Rent elec- chairs, upholstered in plastic,
tric shampooer $1 Bik K. J-22-C grey formica top, trimmed in
brass. Call 753-5569.
J-22-C
1968 HONDA 350 Scrambler.
1967
JAWA,
350
Call
motorcycle.
reasonable.
very
Will sell
753-6779 or after 5 p. m. 753- Excellent condition, many acJ-20-C cessories. Phone 753-8991 or
4487.
753.1357.
1961 OLDS 88 Station Wagon,
factory air, car has been completely rebuilt, radio and heater. Can be seen at Dowdy's gaFOR SALE
rage on No. 7th Street, or call
J-20-C
753-7628.
1 Only used Motorola
TV. B/W. 3 months
BOOK CASE, three shelves, alwarranty. $59.50.
so lamp. Both in excellent conLEACH'S MUSIC & IV
dition Less than six months
753-7575
J-20-C
old. Call 753-7822.

J-26-P

WANTSD TO DDT

100' x 150' LOT with water and
WANTED to buy for cash, good
sewerage. Priced to sell. Call
used tractor mowing machine.
753-4516 after 5:00 p. m.
George E. Overby, Call 75326-C
J-20-C
1292.
SIAMESE KITTENS, reduced
FOUND
LOST
Si
price. Guaranteed healthy and
affectionate. Mrs. Seale, 514 LOST:
Downtown
Saturday
Broad, 753-7770.
J-22-C morning. White gold watch with
five small diamonds on each
LOT AND TRAILER at Panoside of face, white
whi
gold band.
mina Shores. Call 492-8594.
Reward. Phone 753-3954. J-20-C

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1963
PONTIAC
Bonneville.'
Full power, air-conditioned. Excellent condition, good tires.
Phone 753-1722, days 753-2549
nights,
J-21-C

1966 MUSTANG, 289, stick, ra- PLAY PEN and high chair in
dio and heater. See at 1607 good condition. Call 753-3798
Dodson or call 753-6293. TFC
J-21-C
14 FT LAFtSON Speedboat, 40
h. p. Mercury, new battery,
skis, ski vest, ski rig. Call 753J-21-P
7919, S. Parklane.

after 5 p. m.

ACROSS
1-Possesses
4.Biblical weed
11-Pulverize
12,Emmet
13 Arabian
seaport
14-In addition
15-Music:
as written
16-Satisfied
111.Nun's outfit
20-Temporary
shelter
21 Behold!
22.Pronoun
23-Smaller
27-Simian
29-Evil
30-Attain
31-Compass point
32-Temporary bed
33-Dance ship
34.Thrsetoed
sloth
35-Caudal
appendages"'
37-Headgear
311-Girl's name
39-Heroine of
"Lohengron"
40-Parcel of land
411n4efinde
article
42-Urge or
44-Change
47.Artswered
51-14istan
52'Century
plant
53-Merry
54-Sea eagle
5541104cl
56-Bristle
57-Encountered
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3$-National
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45 Ireland
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1•Mixture
2-Pilaster
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home
4-Diplomacy
5-Trouble
6-Leased
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7-Go in
11-Cloaks
9-In music, high
10-Compass
point
11.Brick-carrying
device
17.Printer's
measure
19-Maiden
loved
by Zeus
22-Chapeau
24-Babylonian
deity
255-Pieruse
26-Part of leg
27 Poker stake
211•Toll
29-Genus of
cattle
30'Knock
32 Applauded
33-Stroke
36-Exists
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"SIRLLEY

A new Western thriller
BY RICHARD POOLE
From the Doubleday & Co. novel. Copyright 0 HU lam
M. Welk. Distributed by King natures Syndics/a&
CHAPTER 20
to be, ma'am. None of us fig- him They swung away but not
before he caught something
rl-tEG CORWIN saw. his own,. ured on it "
‘ell road far ahead and - hel He told Yates why Greg had 'speculative and - - he hesitated
spurred up to the surrey on Ed- come and why he, Edwards. had but could not deny the thought
&.
wards' side He bent down aa agreed to go to Rocking Chair. -faintly admiring. It startled
horses jogged along. "May- He reviewed what had happen- him and, for a time, he forgot
ed. Greg covertly watched Yates lib,tes' continued listing.
be I'd best leave you here."
•
an the story unfolded.
••
Greg pulled his attention back
,4
Diana Edwards spoke without
Edwards gave an Irritated to the man with an effort when
Ierning her head. That would
sign. "A lot of things were Edwards asked about the burnbe very nice."
thrown at me. Bart, and I told ed line shacks. The answer was
Her father said. "No, Corwin. 'ern what I knew. Now I want a
repetition. Edwards then
I reckon you'd better listen to to know what you know.asked about the shooting to the
some questions and answers at
"No more'n you, Vale'
south of the valley and Yates
Bar Y."
"Let's make sure. The next made the point that the ranch
"Yates", You can do that time I'm jumped. I want to be was close to broken country
Without me. This is no time for able to give dates and times and bounding the valley down that
tam and me to be meeting."
know where every Bar Y man way. A wandering hardcase, a
"Nothing will happen on my Was. So .
. Sam Rails was rustler
anything could have
ranch when you're there on my back-shot. A Bar Y rider was happened but nothing that could
alialtIng I'll guarantee Bart for seen near where he was killed even remotely pin it on Bar Y.
that.
beginning to see the and the man run off like he did
"An accident worked for us,"
vattie of a neutral man in this it. Who was that man, Bart?"
Yates finished. "It's part of our
"None of us," Yates instantly' range now:'
business So you come along
,Greg covertly sought Diana.
Not long after, they turned and flatly replied.
in the Bair Y road, threaded the
"It happened this morning She sat demurely, eyes on her
hills and came out on the slope sometime Tell me where ever, hands'in her lap.
Edwards' voice brought Greg
leading to the ranch itself. They manjack on Bar Y was."
Yates started ticking off on back to him. "All right, Bart.
were but a hundred or so yards
•
of the hills when Greg saw his fingers. "I rode out to north, That's what I want to know.
a distant rider race toward range with Tex. Joe and Djid. Sheriff Moyers will be around
. !That's four Bix and Curley , ." asking questions about Rails'
them,
•Yates came speeding up. bent'He continued with the list of killing. Answer him straight and
ferward over the saddle. He names. Greg listened but watch- see to it everyone of our riders
straightened. hard eyes sweep- ed closely. Yates went through does the _same thing. We're
opr over the surrey, stabbing at the list as though he unemo- clean and were going to stay
tionally read a payroll. Lora- that way."
Greg.
Yates looked at Greg. "Only
Yates fired a series of (pies- trona Greg noted, kept every
. loose talk wandering over the
[ions. rdwards anawerecl and man far from Anchor ".
Valley ever made it any other
Yates jerked erect as though Parker Went after strays'
"Rocking Chair or Anchor way, Vale. If it comes again, I'll
*rock. He started to argue but
know where it started."
`stress.siienced trie a word and way?"
'West only, Vale. No reason
Edwards frowned at the imItode stiffly beside the vehicle
ai it moved down the slope and for him to be down that way."
plication and, in answer, said
Vale said after a moment. to Greg. "You did us a favor
"into the yard.
.
me, anyhow. I had no idea
Edwards maul,. "Bart, cor- -Twenty head of beef were riflewin's here for a damn' good rea- shot on Rocking Chair and the • III today what was being said
Non. There'll be no trouble be- fence cut I never heard about about Bar Y. I wanted you and
it but apparently you knew all Diana to hear what Bart had to
tween you"
"Vale. after what happened the time. Why wasn't I told?" say, since she's my daughter
Yates shrugged. It didn't and you're caught up in the
at Redrn an "
"Bart' I mean it. If you can't happen to us. Rocking Chair middle."
Greg stood up. "Too bad Stern
speak civil to him, don't speak problem, no I figured, after ow
bit all. And there'll be-rio- Tists troubles, It was time someone or Hoskins--"
"Would they have come'''.
or guns between you during the else had 'em. Maybe I should's
Edwards cut in.
time he's here. Take that as an told you."
"You should Where was the
"I guess not. But maybe I
can spread the word somehow
"All right, Vale. Just for crew?"
"Vale, you begin to sound Hoskins will at least listen. But
Row."
right now the day's getting on
Within the big room. Edwards like you suspicion me."
"I want facts. Bart. I had and I'd best get back to.pianoeu, down a hallway then
Diana interrupted. "No, Mr.
turned to the two men. He none to give when this was
pointed to a cabinet. "Corwin, thrown in my face, I'm not go- Corwin. The least we can do is
drinks over there. You need one irzji be caught that way any have you for supper. It will
.So .
?"
make up for ..."
and pour one for me. You
Yates patiently went through
Her voice faded out but Greg
,..WO stay right here. I'll be back
the list of employees, locating understood. Yates made a low
after I see Diana." Several minuses later Ed- them. This time most of the sound of anger. Greg shook his
crew worked the draws to the head but Diana said, "I insist,
iteards entered the room,
- "Diana will be out in a few emit under Yates' personal All- Mr. Corwin, and won't take no
mirifites. She's not full over her pervision. He claimed the rest for an answer."
'"Phat goes for me," Edwards
anger mit at least she's thinking could be easily located here in
again. .She's put the Waling the barns, corrals or in Redman. assented. "Get things started in
' Again, no one was near the the kitchen, Missy, while we
where it belongs."
Then plena appemeil. She had .seene of the slaughter. He spoke have a drink."
sincerely and convincingly and
changed to levis and blouse
Orriiin pays ii surprise vis-I'm sorry. Mr Corwin. I was Ms expression did not belie his
t..) 'act
Voice. Greg strolled a look at it to Niarv
LDIAn,.
He came to his feet. -No need
catching her eyes full on
e To f C011111114/ d Tomorrow
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by Ernie Bu.;lunaler

Nancy

NOW THAT'S
WHAT I CALL

HEAVY
UNDERWEAR

Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
"THE DISAPPEARANCE OF STEVEN
BRETT, EMINENT DOCTOR, FROM HIS
PARK AVENUE APARTMEITT WAS RE PORTED SY MRS. STEVEN BRETT, SHE
SAID THAT SHE WILL OFFER A REW74:::0;4
• *10•000 FOR WI INFORMATION

THAT ITEM WAS

MAYBE MRS,

IT, KIT. NOT ANOTHER BRETT CAN
HELP US,
WORO ABOUT
STEVEN BRETT; HER ADDRESS
IS RIGHT HERE
IN THE NEWS
STORY,

CONCERN I NO HIS
WHEREABOUTS.

111.••••li

(1*-5.4rtkifj

•••

._.„
t I... 0

NI

Lil' Abner

by Al Capp
0

IS GUNG THE NICEST VU14K
coop's, IN THE SOVIET UNION
TO BE SHOT INTO ORBIT WITH
THE -prue-NICEST •IUNK
MAMERICAN COUPLE(THEY SHOULD ONLY DROP

DAD.'.')

ALL BECAUSE SOME
NUT SAID HE GUNG
HEXTERMINATE
T)-4E HUMAN
RACE!!

4, •

•

THAT NU7 BADDER KIPP
HIS PAOMISE OR ME AND
THE-PTU SP- PRESIDENT
OF HEW HESS HA,/ GuNG
LOOK LI v E COPPLE
,

THE
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Style Show
4-H Winners
Are Named
Judy Kelso was selected the
winner of the Calloway County
Style Show held Monday night,
June 17 at the Murray State
University Student Union Building. She modeled a garment in
the tailored division. She will
participate in the Area Style
show to be on Tuesday, June
25 at Murray State University
Student Union Building.
Other unit winners that will
participate in the area style
show include: Ellen Watson,
Advanced Dress, Jayne Scott,
'Mix and Match; both from the
Calloway County Teen Club and
Debbie Rogers, first dress from
Lynn Grove.
Other unit winners were Kathy Calhoun. Lynn Grove, apr•
on. Karen Alexander. Murray
University School, play clothes;
Jennifer Lovett, Faxon, skirt
and blouse, and Mirram Hendon, Murray University School,
skirt.
All unit winners will send
their garments to the Kentucky
State Fair
;n.
winners
nboon
Blue
Aude:
Apron division: Debbie Cher
ry, Faxon: Lisa Smith, New
Concord Smiling Six; Janet Usrey, Kirksey; Penny Higgins,
Kirksey; Debbie McClure, Lynn
e; and Cindy Cherry, Mur.
Grov
ray 'CRAM" 4-H.
Skirt Division: Sherry Mc
Kinney, Kirksey, Meleia Spann,
Lynn Grove; Vicky Butter
worth, Lynn Grove; Alene Paschall, Hazel; Diane Harrison,
Kirksey; Carolyn Scott, Murray University School.
Skirt and blouse: Darlene
Oliver and Sabnna Tucker both

•..
VICTORIAN RUFFLES edged with Val
lace form deep collar and adore' sleeves of
front-belted peignoir if sheer nylon over
crepe Companion gown has a ruffled top

CRISP vt-HrirE Veruse lace frosts a princess robe in new crinkle crepe and colormatched gown in smooth polyester opaque
crepe. Belt and front bow are optional

Summer Lingerie Makes Airy Debut
Ry TAD ROWADY
?KERS is a wealth or chitchat perts.using to fit and
hemline variations in connection with all feminine faah
isns including lingerie
However although new silhouettes are based on more
shaplineas, designer Ode tt e
Bares believes that while
women like the idea of an
they don't want to give* up
the freedom of moverneot and
comfort they have become accustomed to especially in the
popular total look peignoir and
gown ensembles

Her anewer es a gentle belt
designed to make the gown or
peignoir accent Use body shape
without clinging. In many
cases her
belts are lightly
stitched to the garment, independent of bow for easy removal and replacement such
as can be done with the belt
on the semi-fitted crinkle
crepe set here
Another belt style is shown
on the teruffled peignoir. The
belt is separate. ties in the
front and when removed the
fmat is left as free and now-

ing as the fluid back
Her luxurious looking new
collecUon contains fabrics that
are new and exciting smooth
and crinkle crepes, georgettes
and nylons come in white with
perky color accents and in soft
tones of yellow, lure orange,
him sod pink
Lice.. almost Mrs. Barna'
signature, range from crisp
white Yew, to dainty Val
laces. Appliques and ribbon
trims are prominent also.
And • hams All are conspasty washable'

Held for nine hours in
IIRITONS EXPELLED FROM RUSSIA
attempts to distribute
their
ated
sto.cow while police investig
Intellectuleaflets demanding freedom for jailed writers and
als. three British youths board a plane for Parts after being
left John
expelled from the Soviet Union. They are urn:km
d. 21.*
t'sreswell. 22. Vivian Broughton. 21, Janette Hammon
States Cut Ads
For Travel
NEW YORK 'CPI) -- De- ,
spite efforts to increase tourism
uP1
The
WociD
HOLLY
United States. the 50 .
Bandits of Milson" has been In the
spent less in travel and
states
as
an
entry
from
selected
Italy
advertising in 19671
to compete in the Cannes Film tourist
Research InternaTravel
says
Festival
tional. Inc.. In what it calls a

from Kirksey
School dress• Sarah Calhoun,
Lynn Grove, Janey Kelso. Lynn
Grove, Stacy Adams. Kirksey
Juana Stockdale. Hazel.
Play clothes- Becky Scull, Ha

Those receiving red ribbons
include
Apron division: Sandra Stark
VILNISZ LACE moon dots appliqued on nude-color chiffon
Kirksey; Sherry Dixon, Kirk
,
accent this lovely white bridal ensemble fashioned of a new
say, Martha McCallon, Kirksey
drip dry polyester crepe that feels and flows like silk The
Barbara Pierce, Kirksey; Tere
maitehing gown hes a scoop each and has with same Whs.
Andle Erwin, Hazel; Betty.
Nor
rews, Fawn, and Melanie
wood. Kirksey.
Skirt division: Valerie HarriWashington cut
I. when ONO Igeding expires. et diralara
/ University School;
Murry,
PAC
son,
The
31
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SEEN HEARD . . COMMUNIST .

Italian Entry

4

Shopping for a Color TV?
If so, shop with evervne, but

Be Sure and Shop Vith Us!

TV Service Center
312 North Fourth - Phone 753-5805
_ _ _ TV Technician
Bobby IT Wilson
Owner
Hafford James
ONLY CURTIS-MATHES OFFERS THE
8-YEAR PICTURE TUBE WARRANTY
•
•
KELVINATOR APPLIANCE DEALER
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is Freedom
Shares?

Here's How Tax
Will Affect You

Federal Hog
Market Report

It. Mary J. Ward
In Flight Course
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Nein/ Freedom Shares
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Murray Marble
Works

... Roaches,
Ants, Insects
Bomb out watt,
ants. flies. 1110SQUItoes
moths, fleas. or any
flying or crawling insect
Kill-Ko Insect Bomb and
Kill-Ko Roach and Ant Bomb
hull Quickly And their
powerful, residual action
keeps on killing If roaches.
ants or other insects are
having a blast at your empens•
blast them with Kill-Ko
it's a real bomb
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